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Resumen
La integración de datos es el problema de agregar diferentes tipos de datos de
manera que puedan ser usados mediante una única interfaz. Esto es un problema central de las ciencias de la computación donde los datos están repartidos
en silos de información que dificultan su acceso e integración. La aparición de
la Web Semántica supuso un avance en cuanto a las tecnologı́as que tuvieran
como propósito central la interconexión de datos y que facilitaran esta tarea.
Por tanto, en esta tesis proponemos un lenguaje para integración de datos,
ShExML, que busca facilitar las tareas de integración frente a otras alternativas, y que produce grafos RDF como resultado. Ası́ mismo, las técnicas de
validación permiten establecer una serie de atributos deseables en un conjunto de datos (confiabilidad, normalización, estandarización, etc.); por lo cual,
proponemos la conversión de esquemas a su alternativa dentro de las tecnologı́as de la Web Semántica, empezando por la técnica de conversión de XML
Schema a Shape Expressions (ShEx) descrita en este trabajo. Con el fin de
probar la utilidad de las tecnologı́as semánticas y, especı́ficamente, del lenguaje implementado se describen dos trabajos llevados a cabo en los campos del
e-Learning y las Humanidades Digitales que intentan implementar estas herramientas dentro de los procesos propios de estas disciplinas con el fin de ofrecer
nuevas perspectivas y mejorarlos.
Las evaluaciones hechas en este trabajo demuestran que el uso de ShExML
mejora el proceso de integración de datos para los usuarios que se inician en
este tipo de actividades frente a otras alternativas. La transformación de esquemas propuesta es viable, logramos transformar los elementos de XML Schema
a Shape Expressions y la validación de los conjuntos de datos equivalentes se
produce adecuadamente. Sin embargo, se produce una pérdida de semántica en
algunas conversiones debido a la diferencia de semántica previa entre los dos
lenguajes, hecho que hace que la conversión inversa —de Shape Expressions
a XML Schema— no sea siempre posible. La inclusión de contenido adicional extraı́do de la nube de datos enlazados demuestra mejorar la efectividad
didáctica de los alumnos frente a la herramienta propia de un LMS. Por su
lado, la utilización de ShExML para la transformación de transcripciones de
manuscritos históricos en XML-TEI a RDF confiere a estas transcripciones de
una serie de atributos alineados con la estrategia FAIR.
A la luz de los resultados obtenidos proponemos mejoras, nuevas funcionalidades y retos que esta lı́nea de investigación tiene que resolver y afrontar en
el futuro. Con este trabajo hemos intentado mejorar la migración de datos en
tecnologı́as no semánticas a tecnologı́as semánticas, ası́ como explorar su uso
en otras disciplinas como modo de aprendizaje, retroalimentación y posterior
mejora.
iii

Abstract
Data integration is the problem of integrating different kind of data so that they
can be used through a single interface. This is a central problem in computer
science where data is spread around information silos that can hinder their
access and integration. The emergence of the Semantic Web has supposed an
advance on technologies which has a special focus on data interconnection and
its facilitation. Thus, in this thesis we propose a data integration language,
ShExML, which has the aim to facilitate this kind of tasks—in comparison
with other alternatives—and that produces RDF as the output. Likewise, validation techniques allow to establish certain desirable attributes in a dataset
(e.g.: reliability, normalisation, standardisation, etc.); therefore, we propose the
schema conversion to their counterpart alternatives within the Semantic Web,
beginning with the XML Schema to Shape Expressions translation described
in this work. With the aim to test the utility of semantic technologies and,
specifically, the utility of the implemented language we describe two works
performed in e-Learning and Digital Humanities fields. These works try to
apply these tools in these fields processes in order to offer new perspectives
and to improve them.
The evaluation carried out in this work demonstrate that the use of ShExML
improves the process of data integration for first-time users in comparison with
other alternatives. The proposed schemata transformation has showed to be
viable as we are able to transform XML Schema elements to their Shape Expressions counterpart. Moreover, the validation of equivalent datasets is performed correctly. However, there is a loss of semantics in some conversions due to
the previous semantic difference between both languages. This factor influences
the backwards conversion—from Shape Expressions to XML Schema—which
cannot be always possible. The inclusion of additional content extracted from
the Linked Open Data Cloud has showed to improve the students’ didactic effectiveness in relation to LMS own tool. The use of ShExML for the translation
from XML-TEI to RDF of historic manuscript transcriptions confers to these
transcriptions with certain FAIR aligned attributes.
In the light of the obtained result we proposed some improvement, new
functionalities and challenges that this research topic should solve and face in
the future. With this work we have attempted to improve the migration of
non-semantic technologies to semantic technologies alongside the exploration
of their use in other fields as a way to learn, get feedback and, in the end,
improve.
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Resume
L’integración de datos ye’l problema d’axuntar diferentes tipos de datos de
manera que puean ser usaos por mediu d’una única interfaz. Esti ye un problema central de les ciencies de la computación onde los datos tan dixebraos
en silos d’información que compliquen el so accesu ya integración. L’apaición
de la Web Semántica supuso un avance nes teunoloxı́es que tuvieren como’l so
propósitu central l’amiestu de datos y qu’estos trabayos seyan más afayadizos.
Asina, nesta tesis proponemos un llinguaxe pa l’integración de datos, ShExML,
que busca facilitar les tarees d’integración en comparanza a otres alternatives,
y que produz grafos RDF como resultáu. Amás, les téuniques de validación
permiten establecer una serie d’atributos deseables en un conxuntu de datos
(confiabilidad, normalización, estandarización, etc.); polo tanto, proponemos
la tresformación d’esquemes a la so alternativa dientro de les teunoloxı́es de
la Web Semántica, principiando pela téunica de conversión de XML Schema a
Shape Expressions (ShEx) esplicada nesti trabayu. Col fin de probar la utilidá
de les teunoloxı́es semántiques y del llinguaxe desarrollau describense dos trabayos fechos nos campos del e-Learning y les Humanidáes Dixitales qu’intenten
incorporar estes ferramientes dientro de los procesos propios d’estes disciplines
col fin d’ofrecer nueves perspeutives y ameyorarlos.
Les evaluaciones feches nesti trabayu desmuestren que’l usu de ShExML
ameyora’l procesu d’integración de datos pa los usuarios que principien nesti tipu de llabores en comparanza a otres alternatives. La tresformación d’esquemes
propuesta ye viable, llogremos tresformar los elementos de XML Schema a Shape Expressions y la validación de los conxuntos de datos equivalentes produzse
correutamente. Sin embargu, dase una pérdida de semántica n’algunes conversiones debı́u a la diferencia de semántica previa ente los dos llinguaxes, fechu
que fae que la tresformación inversa —de Shape Expressions a XML Schema—
nun seya siempre posible. L’amiestu de contenı́u adicional estrayı́u de la ñube
de datos enllazaos demuestra ameyorar la efectividá didáutica de los alumnos
frente a la ferramienta propia d’un LMS. Pel so llau, la utilización de ShExML
pa la tresformación de trescripciones de manuscritos históricos en XML-TEI a
RDF dota a estes trescripciones d’una serie d’atributos alliniaos cola estratexa
FAIR.
A la lluz de los resultaos estrayı́os proponemos meyoras, nueves carauterı́stiques y retos qu’esta llı́nea tien que resolver y afrontar nel futuru. Con esti trabayu intentemos ameyorar la migración de datos en teunoloxı́es non semántiques
a teunoloxı́es semántiques, asina como esplorar el so usu n’otres disciplines a
mou d’aprendimientu, retroalimentación y posterior meyora.
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Capı́tulo 1

Introducción
La integración de datos es el problema de agregar diferentes tipos de datos de
manera que puedan ser usados mediante una única interfaz [59]. Este problema
se puede subdividir en dos subconjuntos: el intercambio de datos (data exchange) [42], por el cuál convertimos un conjunto de datos que siguen un esquema X
en otro conjunto de datos que siguen un esquema Z siendo X 6= Z; y la propia
integración de datos (data merging) por la cual se agregan varios conjuntos de
datos siguiendo esquemas diferentes (X, Y , Z, etc.) en un conjunto de datos
que sigue un único esquema (S). Estos dos subconjuntos están relacionados, y
en algunas ocasiones, el intercambio de datos puede ser un subconjunto de la
integración de datos —aunque no siempre—. Estos dos subconjuntos son los
que veremos identificados en los diferentes capı́tulos cuando hablemos de las
soluciones existentes o la propia solución propuesta, por tanto, es interesante
tenerlos en cuenta a lo largo de este documento.
Sin embargo, vale la pena detenerse primero en la importancia del tema
que se está tratando. La integración de datos surge como una respuesta a un
problema endémico de las ciencias de la computación y es la disparidad de
formatos y representaciones de una misma realidad. Dicho de otro modo, cada
organización tiende a tener sus datos aislados y sin modo de interconexión e
integración con los datos de otras organizaciones, haciendo que, aunque haya
mucho conocimiento almacenado, es imposible relacionarlo y acceder a él. Este
problema es lo que comúnmente se conoce como el problema de los silos de
información.
Con el uso de soluciones de intercambio de datos se podrı́an integrar datos
de una base de datos en otra, salvando el problema de la diferencia de formato
y representación. Esta estrategia la vemos reflejada en varios ejemplos: el uso
de servicios web como forma de interoperabilidad entre diferentes aplicaciones,
el uso de mecanismos de procedimientos remotos, las propias librerı́as de consulta de base de datos en los diferentes lenguajes de programación, etc. Sin
embargo, se puede llegar a producir una pérdida de datos si el esquema con el
que queremos integrar no soporta algunos datos de nuestro esquema de origen.
Por ejemplo, en los esquemas de bases de datos existen términos como claves
primarias, claves externas, claves únicas que al ser cargados a objetos Plain Old
Java Object (POJO) o serializados en formatos como XML y JSON pierden
dicha semántica. Lo mismo sucede al revés y es que XML favorece mucho la
secuencialidad (el orden dentro de los hijos de un mismo padre) y las relacio1
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nes arbóreas; sin embargo, esto no es tan fácil de representar en un esquema
relacional.
Hoy en dı́a se producen, cada vez, un mayor volumen de datos que se hace difı́cil de manejar y analizar globalmente [108]. Soluciones en el campo de
la Inteligencia Artificial [83], IoT [2], o el Big Data [82], nos proveen con herramientas para poder manejar estos datos, recolectar datos desde sensores o
hacer nuevas deducciones y aprendizajes desde ellos. Sin embargo, hacen falta
soluciones que permitan integrar y tratar todos esos datos conjuntamente. Es
ahı́ donde se quiere enfocar el esfuerzo de este trabajo. Y es este uno de los
retos de nuestro tiempo ya no sólo en el campo de las ciencias de la computación sino también en otros campos como el propio de la investigación donde
el concepto de datos FAIR [131] (de las siglas en inglés Findability, accesibility,
interoperability and reusability) es un valor creciente para los datos derivados
de investigaciones y promovido desde la propia Comisión Europea1 .
Dentro de las tecnologı́as que podrı́an ser adecuadas para el tratamiento de
este problema, la aparición de la Web Semántica [8] supuso una nueva perspectiva para el mismo. La Web Semántica propone el uso de Internationalized
Resources Identifiers (IRIs, por sus siglas en inglés) únicos que permitan hacer
relaciones implı́citas entre diferentes conjuntos de datos reusando IRIs ya existentes. Además, una caracterı́stica importante de Resource Description Framework (RDF, de sus siglas en inglés) [27], que es el formato de datos propuesto
y defendido desde la comunidad de la Web Semántica, es que es composicional. Esto significa que uno puede directamente unir varios conjuntos de datos
sin necesidad de hacer uso de un mecanismo de unión. Estas caracterı́sticas
hacen a RDF un formato privilegiado para la integración de datos. Un buen
ejemplo de esto es Wikidata [130] donde múltiples contribuidores —humanos y
robots— transforman datos desde diferentes fuentes y las integran a Wikidata
donde pueden ser consultados en un formato único por toda la humanidad.
Ası́ mismo, la integración de datos y el intercambio de datos cuentan con
otra vertiente que es igual de importante, la validación de los datos. Mediante
la validación de datos se puede asegurar una normalización en los datos y
establecer una confianza en que los datos estarán estructurados de la manera
indicada. Dicho de otra forma, la validación de datos puede favorecer la limpieza
de los datos, su consulta y la estandarización de los conjuntos de datos [47].
Es por esto, que además de poder ofrecer soluciones que permitan integrar los
datos, es también recomendable poder hacer una transformación e integración
de los esquemas de validación.
Siguiendo con la idea de la Web Semántica como vehı́culo para la integración de datos, es necesario ver qué posibilidades de validación de datos existen
dentro de este terreno. Esto es, de hecho, un campo de investigación relativamente reciente donde dos lenguajes, Shape Expressions (ShEx) [105] y Shapes
Constraint Language (SHACL) [69], son las dos soluciones que se proponen
desde la comunidad para hacer frente a este problema. Es por tanto interesante ver cómo se podrı́a convertir desde un esquema de origen a un esquema final
siguiendo la idea de la integración de datos y su posterior validación. Es decir,
si tenemos un conjunto de datos fiables, normalizados y limpios queremos extender estos atributos a las transformaciones que de ellos hagamos y también
1 https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/
7769a148-f1f6-11e8-9982-01aa75ed71a1
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a sus posibles integraciones con otros conjuntos de datos.
El producto final que se obtiene de un proceso como el descrito anteriormente es lo que se ha venido a llamar recientemente en el campo de la Web
Semántica como Grafo de Conocimiento (en inglés, Knowledge Graph)2 . Estos
grafos de conocimientos son pequeñas piezas de conocimiento que siguiendo los
principios de la Web Semántica, vistos anteriormente, permiten representar un
dominio concreto y pueden ser integrados con otros grafos de conocimiento,
del mismo dominio u otro diferente, haciendo que tras varias uniones se pueda
llegar a grafos de conocimiento de cierta envergadura.
Una vez que existen grafos de conocimiento que cubren un dominio importante, de manera bastante amplia, y siguen los atributos de calidad que hemos
visto como producto de los procesos de validación, empiezan a ser un producto
que puede ser utilizado con gran potencial por otras aplicaciones o usuarios.
Recordemos que la Web Semántica no sólo trata de unir datos y darles un formato común, sino también de facilitar el procesamiento de estos datos por las
propias máquinas. De ahı́ el nombre, hacer de la web sintáctica, pensada para
ser leı́da por humanos, una web semántica que pueda ser leı́da y procesada por
humanos y máquinas. El potencial de este tipo de soluciones está empezando a
demostrarse, pero aún hay mucho camino por recorrer y muchos campos donde
aplicar estos avances. Sin ir más lejos, en esta propia tesis se va a abordar la
utilización de estos grafos de conocimiento en un campo de conocimiento y de
gran valor como es el aprendizaje en lı́nea o virtual (en inglés conocido como
e-Learning). Y es que la capacidad de poder adquirir nuevo conocimiento a
través de los recursos existentes en la Web Semántica, de poder adaptar los
conocimientos con otros nuevos conocimientos en función del perfil del estudiante, (hipermedia adaptativa [22]) o poder navegar por los recursos al ritmo
que el estudiante decida, sin limitación técnica; se antoja como una posibilidad
muy prometedora a investigar. Es decir, la posibilidad de poder adoptar estas
tecnologı́as en diferentes casos de uso significarı́a probar de alguna manera la
utilidad de todas estas técnicas y soluciones propuestas.
Ası́ mismo, y siguiendo con la posibilidad que la Web Semántica y la integración de datos puede ofrecer para hacer de los datos de investigación datos
que cumplan los estándares FAIR, también se investiga la adopción de este tipo de herramientas en un campo otrora ajeno a las ciencias de la computación
como las humanidades. El término Humanidades Digitales [112, 10] viene a
definir el fenómeno cada vez más en auge y expansión por el cuál las técnicas
creadas e investigadas en el campo de las ciencias de la computación pueden
ser aplicadas a las humanidades para acelerar sus procesos de investigación
y crear nuevas metodologı́as que permitan avanzar la investigación en dichos
campos. Además, y volviendo a los datos FAIR, la posibilidad de preservación
de datos históricos y humanı́sticos usando métodos computacionales hace que
este sea un campo muy interesante donde aplicar las técnicas diseñadas en las
ciencias de la computación, la integración de datos y la Web Semántica, usando
todas estas tecnologı́as serı́amos capaces de preservar, estandarizar y ofrecer
al público en general los materiales y los avances que de estas investigaciones
humanı́sticas se derivan [88].
2 https://googleblog.blogspot.com/2012/05/introducing-knowledge-graph-things-not.
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1.1

Trabajo relacionado

Aunque en los capı́tulos de esta tesis se repasan los diferentes trabajos relacionados y estado del arte, se hace conveniente hacer una pequeña introducción a
los mismos, de manera que se entienda la motivación de cada uno de los trabajos, en qué trabajos e ideas se basan, ası́ como cuáles serı́an otros trabajos
que han abordado problemas similares.
Por tanto, empezando por la integración de datos heterogéneos, usando
RDF como formato de destino (ver Capı́tulo 2 para las razones por las cuales
RDF es idóneo para este cometido), podemos identificar RML [37] como la
primera propuesta para llevar a cabo este cometido mediante un lenguaje de
dominio especı́fico (DSL, por sus siglas en inglés). RML extiende la especificación de R2RML3 que consideraba la conversión de datos en bases de datos
relacionales a RDF. Mediante esta extensión se logra generalizar dicha especificación y poder usar un mismo lenguaje con diferentes formatos, mejorando la
mantenibilidad y versatilidad del proceso de integración de datos. Después de
esta propuesta vendrı́an algunas más: xR2RML [89] que fue propuesto originalmente para habilitar transformaciones de bases de datos relacionales y NoSQL;
SPARQL-Generate [75] que extiende SPARQL 1.1 para hacer consultas sobre
datos heterogéneos, busca ofrecer una sintaxis familiar dentro del mundo de la
web semántica y cuya implementación mejora en rendimiento a la implementación de referencia de RML [76]; y YARRRML [65] que ofrece una sintaxis
sencilla basada en YAML y que ofrece un traductor de sus reglas a RML. Sin
embargo, aunque tanto SPARQL-Generate y YARRRML fueron ideados con el
objetivo de que fuera fáciles de usar [31] no se ha llevado a cabo ningún estudio
o experimento comparativo que pueda demostrar estos argumentos. Este hecho
motiva el trabajo presentado en el Capı́tulo 2.
Una vez que la transformación de datos es posible nos interesa poder transformar esas reglas de validación que tenı́an los datos de origen a los datos de
destino. Sin embargo, recordemos que la validación de grafos RDF es un tema
relativamente reciente. Por tanto, es un terreno todavı́a sin investigar. Dentro
de XML (que es el ecosistema en el que nos centramos en el Capı́tulo 3) hay
algún trabajo previo usando formatos no semánticos, p. ej.: de XML Schema a
JSONSchema [97] o entre modelos relaciones y XML Schema [74]. Dentro del
terreno de la web semántica se ha explorado la conversión de XML Schema a
OWL [43, 109] y a RDF Schema [91]. Sin embargo, el uso de ontologı́as para la
validación de datos plantea una serie de problemas debido al uso de las asunciones de mundo abierto y nombre no único (Open World and Non-Unique Name
Assumptions, en inglés) [123]. Otra experiencia usando múltiples formatos de
validación es la llevada a cabo en FHIR4 . Sin embargo, en FHIR se hace uso de
un modelo del dominio abstracto que luego es traducido a los diferentes formatos. De esta exposición podemos ver que no hay ningún trabajo que permita
traducir las reglas de validación de XML Schema a ShEx o SHACL. Es este el
motivo de proponer una serie de mapeos entre estos dos formatos y analizar
sus consecuencias (ver Capı́tulo 3).
La integración de datos, y especı́ficamente, los datos albergados dentro de
la nube de datos enlazados puede ser de gran utilidad y aplicabilidad en mu3 https://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/
4 https://www.hl7.org/fhir/
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chos campos. Como prueba de concepto, hemos explorado su utilidad dentro
del campo de aprendizaje en lı́nea (e-Learning, en inglés). Trabajos previos han
explorado también esta posibilidad de diferentes maneras: en [81] se exploran
técnicas semánticas de minerı́a de datos para proveer experiencias de aprendizaje en lı́nea personalizadas; por otro lado en [132] se etiquetan semánticamente
videos educativos para mejorar su búsqueda. Además, las ontologı́as se han
usado para recomendar materiales en base al progreso de los estudiantes [55] y
como medio para definir y estructurar material educativo [120]. Ası́ mismo, la
mejora de contenido se ha llevado a cabo usando técnicas de Hipermedia Adaptativa [22] como la creación de lenguajes de adaptación [30, 93, 29] o usando
objetos de aprendizaje [100, 58]. Dadas estas experiencias previas hemos querido ver la utilidad de los conocimientos albergados en la Web Semántica como
medio de aumentar la efectividad didáctica de los alumnos (ver Capı́tulo 4).
Otro campo en el que las tecnologı́as semánticas han tenido una gran acogida es el campo de las Humanidades Digitales. Y es que la Web Semántica ha
sido vista como una alternativa para la publicación, reconciliación, estandarización e integración en el campo de las humanidades [88]. Por tanto, hemos
querido hacer uso del lenguaje de integración creado en el Capı́tulo 2 para
transformar material histórico a datos enlazados, cogiendo como caso de uso
el notariado público en Asturias en el siglo XIII. Debido a diferentes particularidades del caso de uso (ver Capı́tulo 5) las transcripciones no se pueden
automatizar y por tanto han sido hechas manualmente y volcadas en ficheros
XML siguiendo el vocabulario TEI. Trabajos previos han llevado a cabo transformaciones similares: en [103] se propone una transformación de XML/TEI
a RDF/XML, en [36] se hace una transformación similar pero usando XSLT
y en [57] usando XTriples5 . Por tanto en el Capı́tulo 5 proponemos el uso de
lenguajes de mapeo de datos heterogéneos [31] para mejorar la velocidad y
flexibilidad de las metodologı́as que necesiten transformar datos.

1.2

Preguntas de investigación generales

Una vez visto el trabajo relacionado, y viendo el estado actual del tema que se
quiere tratar —la integración de datos heterogéneos—, se plantean las siguientes preguntas de investigación generales:
• PIG1: ¿Se puede mejorar la usabilidad y facilidad de uso de los lenguajes
de integración de datos heterogéneos?
• PIG2: ¿Es posible traducir los esquemas de las fuentes de datos de origen
de manera que los datos traducidos puedan estar igualmente validados y
normalizados?
• PIG3: ¿Se pueden usar grafos de conocimiento para mejorar el contenido
de las plataformas de aprendizaje electrónico, y por tanto el aprendizaje
de sus usuarios?
• PIG4: ¿Pueden las herramientas de integración de datos ayudar en las
metodologı́as de traducción e integración de datos de las humanidades
digitales?
5 https://xtriples.lod.academy/index.html
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Estas preguntas de investigación generales derivan en las contribuciones que
se presentan en la siguiente sección. Cada contribución genera una hipótesis
y diferentes preguntas de investigación especı́ficas que son presentadas en la
Sección 1.4.

1.3

Contribuciones

Siguiendo el planteamiento del apartado anterior, en esta tesis se presentan las
siguientes contribuciones:
• Un lenguaje para la integración de datos heterogéneos, mostrando que
el diseño del mismo puede mejorar la usabilidad de los usuarios que se
enfrentan por primera vez a este tipo de soluciones.
• Un mecanismo para poder hacer una conversión automática de esquemas
de XML Schema a Shape Expressions (lenguaje de validación de RDF).
Se presenta un prototipo que cubre los casos más básicos y se presenta un
estudio teórico de las posibilidades de esta conversión, sus limitaciones y
otras caracterı́sticas de la misma.
• Una herramienta para el enriquecimiento de textos educativos mediante
el uso de NLP, desambiguación de entidades y grafos de conocimiento
de la Web Semántica. Mediante una evaluación se demuestra su eficacia
didáctica.
• Un proceso por el cual se transforman manuscritos previamente transcritos a XML, usando el vocabulario Text Encoding Initiative 6 (TEI, por
sus siglas en inglés) a RDF usando la herramienta ShExML creada en
esta tesis doctoral. En este trabajo se puede ver la aplicación de la herramienta, los resultados que puede generar, ası́ como también se discuten
ciertas limitaciones de la metodologı́a propuesta, futuros pasos que habrı́a
que añadir a la metodologı́a con el fin de enriquecer la transformación y
como esto aporta nuevas ideas para implementar en ShExML.

1.4

Artı́culos

Dicho esto, y dado que la tesis se presenta como compendio de publicaciones,
este trabajo está dividido en cuatro partes que coinciden con los cuatro artı́culos
de los cuáles se compone la misma.

ShExML: Improving the usability of heterogeneous data
mapping languages for first-time users
En este artı́culo se presenta el lenguaje ShExML diseñado como prototipo para
la integración de datos heterogéneos produciendo salidas en RDF. Además,
se hace una comparativa entre este lenguaje y otras alternativas existentes
mirando su expresividad y diseño. Finalmente se presentan los resultados de un
experimento en el que un grupo de estudiantes prueba tres de estos lenguajes
6 https://tei-c.org/
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y se analizan estos resultados en conjunto con el estudio del diseño y de la
expresividad para llegar a conclusiones sobre la usabilidad de los mismos.
Especı́ficamente la hipótesis de este trabajo es:
Los usuarios primerizos con conocimientos de programación y Web Semántica pueden ver facilitada la tarea de integración de datos usando ShExML frente
a otras alternativas.
Consecuentemente, las preguntas de investigación son las siguientes:
• PI1: ¿Está el diseño del lenguaje ShExML mejorando la usabilidad para
los usuarios primerizos en comparación con otros lenguajes?
• PI2: Si es cierto, ¿se puede establecer una relación entre el soporte de
funcionalidad y la usabilidad para los usuarios primerizos?
• PI3: ¿Qué partes de ShExML —y de otros lenguajes— pueden ser mejoradas para incrementar la usabilidad?

XMLSchema2ShEx: Converting XML validation to RDF
validation
En este artı́culo se analiza la transformación de esquemas en XML Schema a
esquemas en ShEx pudiendo sentar las bases para la automatización de esta tarea. En el artı́culo se estudian los diferentes elementos de XML Schema y cómo
estos pueden ser transformados en elementos de ShEx equivalentes. Además, se
analiza la posibilidad de pérdida de semántica en la conversión, la equivalencia
de los dos esquemas y la conversión inversa del esquema generado.
La hipótesis de este trabajo es:
Es posible realizar una conversión automática de XML Schema a Shape
Expressions manteniendo la equivalencia entre esquemas
Las preguntas de investigación planteadas en este artı́culo son las siguientes:
• PI1: ¿Qué componentes debe tener una conversión de XML Schema a
ShEx?
• PI2: ¿Cómo podemos asegurar que ambos esquemas son equivalentes?
• PI3: ¿Es posible asegurar una conversión inversa en todos los casos?
• PI4: ¿Es posible convertir y validar los esquemas no deterministas?

Enhancing e-Learning content by using Semantic Web
technologies
En este artı́culo se presenta una herramienta que hace uso de las capacidades
de procesamiento de lenguaje natural y de desambiguación de entidades de
Apache Stanbol7 para extraer entidades destacables de textos educativos, para
posteriormente, enriquecer el propio contenido educativo con información extra
sobre los propios contenidos. Esto se ofrece como un plug-in de la plataforma
educativa Sakai añadiendo tarjetas desplegables a las menciones de entidades
significativas. Además, se demuestra la efectividad didáctica de esta solución
7 https://stanbol.apache.org/
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por medio de un experimento realizado en un instituto de educación secundaria
asturiano.
Por tanto, la hipótesis de este trabajo es:
La adición de contenido relevante extraı́do de grafos de conocimiento de
la Web Semántica puede mejorar la efectividad didáctica frente a las soluciones
basadas sólo en texto
En consecuencia, las preguntas de investigación son las siguientes:
• PI1: ¿La adición de contenido extraı́do de la Web Semántica puede producir una mejora en la efectividad didáctica?
• PI2: ¿Qué percepción tienen los alumnos de este tipo de herramientas?
• PI3: ¿En qué asignaturas serı́a más útil incluir este tipo de herramientas?

Converting Asturian Notaries Public deeds to Linked Data
using TEI and ShExML
En este artı́culo se explora la posibilidad de convertir manuscritos de notarios
públicos de Asturias entre los siglos XII y XIV que han sido transcritos usando
un vocabulario de XML ideado para la codificación de textos TEI. La idea
detrás de este artı́culo es hacer uso de la herramienta ShExML, descrita en el
Capı́tulo 2, para hacer la conversión de estos textos en TEI, poder transformarlos a RDF de una manera casi automática favoreciendo su integración con otro
tipo de textos similares, ya publicados en RDF, y pudiendo desambiguar las
menciones a entidades propias (p. ej.: personas, lugares, eventos) ya existentes
en la Linked Data Cloud 8 . Esto harı́a que estas transcripciones, que son fruto
de una investigación histórica, pudieran cumplir los preceptos FAIR de una
manera rápida y sencilla, sin necesidad de un gran aprendizaje especı́fico. Ası́
mismo, se presentan las lı́neas futuras de avance de este proyecto y cómo serı́a
necesario definir una ontologı́a que pudiera abarcar los términos necesarios para
poder hacer un estudio diplomático usando estas fuentes y esta conversión.

1.5

Estructura

El resto de este documento se estructura de la siguiente manera: en el Capı́tulo
2 se presenta el artı́culo sobre el lenguaje de integración de datos, en el Capı́tulo
3 se presenta el estudio de conversión de esquemas en XML Schema a esquemas en ShEx, en el Capı́tulo 4 se presenta el artı́culo sobre la herramienta para
enriquecer textos educativos, el Capı́tulo 5 describe el proceso de transformación de manuscritos transcritos en TEI a RDF usando ShExML, el Capı́tulo 6
presenta una discusión conjunta de los resultados de esta tesis; y, finalmente,
en el Capı́tulo 7 se extraen las conclusiones de esta investigación y se dibujan
las lı́neas de trabajo futuro que han surgido fruto de la misma.

8 https://lod-cloud.net/
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CHAPTER 2. SHEXML
Abstract
Integration of heterogeneous data sources in a single representation
is an active field with many different tools and techniques. In the case of
text-based approaches—those that base the definition of the mappings
and the integration on a DSL—there is a lack of usability studies. In this
work we have conducted a usability experiment (n = 17) on three different languages: ShExML (our own language), YARRRML and SPARQLGenerate. Results show that ShExML users tend to perform better than
those of YARRRML and SPARQL-Generate. This study sheds light on
usability aspects of these languages design and remarks some aspects of
improvement.

2.1

Introduction

Data integration is the problem of mapping data from different sources so that
they can be used through a single interface [59]. In particular, data exchange
is the process of transforming source data to a target data model, so that it
can be integrated in existing applications [42]. Modern data exchange solutions
require from the user to define a mapping from the source data model to the
target data model, which is then used by the system to perform the actual data
transformation. This process is crucial to many applications nowadays as the
number of heterogeneous data sources is growing [108].
Although many technologies have appeared through the years, the emergence of the semantic web [8] offered new perspectives for data integration. The
semantic web principle recommends representing entities through a unique Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) which allows the creation of implicit
links between distinct datasets simply by reusing existing IRIs. Moreover, the
Resource Description Framework (RDF), which is the advocated data format
for the semantic web, is compositional, meaning that one can simply fuse data
sources without the use of a specific merger. These characteristics make RDF
a privileged format for data integration, thus a target for data exchange and
transformation.
The most notable example of an RDF based data integration system is
Wikidata1 where multiple contributors—humans or robots—transform data
from different sources and integrate it to the Wikidata data store. Another
example is the data.bnf.fr2 project that exposes in RDF format the catalog
of the French National Library (BNF) by interlinking it with other datasets
around the world.
Initially, the only way to perform these data transformations was to use
ad-hoc scripts designed to take one data source and transform it to an RDF
output. This supposed the creation of a dedicated script for every new input
data source that needed to be converted. Such solutions are slow and costly to
develop.
Later on, Domain Specific Language (DSL) approaches emerged which are
able to define a translation in a declarative fashion instead of an imperative
one. This technique lowers the development time, but a script for every different
data source is still needed, which can be a maintenance issue.
1 https://www.wikidata.org/
2 https://data.bnf.fr/en/about
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More recent systems allow direct transformation of multiple data sources
into a single representation. Some of them provide dedicated DSLs in which a
single script defines the multi-source transformation, others provide graphical
interfaces. This is an improvement compared to previous techniques as in
principle it allows for faster development and improved maintainability [84].
However, the adoption of such systems depends also on their usability [61].
With usability in mind we have designed the ShExML [50] language that
allows transformation and integration of data from XML and JSON sources
in a single RDF output. ShExML uses Shape Expressions (ShEx) [105] for
defining the desired structure of the output. ShExML has text based syntax
(in contrast to graphical tools) and is intended for users that prefer this kind of
representation. Our hypothesis is that for first-time users with some programming and Linked Data background, data integration is performed more easily
using ShExML than using one of the existing alternatives. The consequent
research questions that we study in the current paper are:
• RQ1: Is ShExML more usable for first-time users over other languages?
• RQ2: If true, can a relation be established between features support and
usability for first-time users?
• RQ3: Which parts of ShExML—and of other languages—can be improved to increase usability?
In the case of this work we are going to focus on usability of tools based on
a DSL and see how the design of the language can have an effect on usability
and associated measures such as: development time, learning curve, etc.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2.2 studies the related
work, in Section 2.3 the three languages are compared alongside a features
comparison between them, in Section 2.4 we describe the methodology followed
in the study, in Section 2.5 the results are presented along with their statistical
analysis. In Section 2.6 we discuss and interpret the results and in Section 2.7
we draw some conclusions and propose some future lines from this work.

2.2

Background

We first review available tools and systems for generating RDF from different
systems for data representation. These can be divided into one-to-one and
many-to-one transformations. We also survey existing studies on the effectiveness of heterogeneous data mapping tools.

One to one transformations
Much research work has been done in this topic where conversions and technologies were proposed to transform from a structured format (e.g., XML, JSON,
CSV, Databases, etc.) to RDF.
From XML to RDF
In XML ecosystem many conversions and tools have been proposed:
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[91] describe their experience with the transformation of RDF to XML (and
vice versa) and from XML Schema to RDF Schema. [34] propose a transformation from XML to RDF which is based on an ontology and a mapping
document. An approach to convert XML to RDF using XML Schema is reported by [4, 6]. [127] describe how they perform a translation from XML to
RDF using a matching between XML Schema and RDF Schema. The same
procedure was firstly proved with a matching between DTD and RDF Schema
by the same authors in [125]. [18] reports a technique for the transformation
between XML and RDF by means of the XSLT technology which is applied
to astronomy data. Another approach that uses XSLT attached to schemata
definitions is described by [117]. However, the use of XSLT for lifting purposes
tends to end up in complex and non-flexible stylesheets. Thus, [13] present
XSPARQL, a framework that enables the transformation between XML and
RDF by using XQuery and SPARQL to overcome the drawbacks of using XSLT
for these transformations.
From JSON to RDF
Although in the JSON ecosystem there are less proposed conversions and tools,
there are some works that should be mentioned.
[95] present a transformation of a RESTful API serving interlinked JSON
documents to RDF for sensor data. An RDF production methodology from
JSON data tested on the Greek open data repository is presented by [124]. [48]
report a tool able to identify JSON metadata, align them with vocabulary and
convert it to RDF; in addition, they identify the most appropriate entity type
for the JSON objects.
From tabular form to RDF
The importance of CSV (along with its spreadsheet counterparts) has influenced work in this ecosystem:
[41] present a mapping language whose processor is able to convert from
tabular data to RDF. A tool for translating spreadsheets to RDF without the
assumption of identical vocabulary per row is described by [60]. [45] report a
platform to import and lift from spreadsheet to RDF with a human-computer
interface. Using SPARQL 1.1 syntax TARQL3 offers an engine to transform
from CSV to RDF. CSVW proposed a W3C Recommendation to define CSV
to RDF transformations using a dedicated DSL [122].
From Databases to RDF
Along with the XML ecosystem, relational database transformation to RDF is
another field:
[15] present a platform to access relational databases as a virtual RDF
store. A mechanism to directly map relational databases to RDF and OWL
is described by [113]; this direct mapping produces an OWL ontology which
is used as the basis for the mapping to RDF. Triplify [3] allows to publish
relational data as Linked Data converting HTTP-URI requests to relational
database queries. One of the most relevant proposals is R2RML [28] that
3 http://tarql.github.io/
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became a W3C Recommendation in 2012. R2RML offers a standard language
to define conversions from relational databases to RDF. In order to offer a more
intuitive way to declare mapping from databases to RDF, [119] presented SML
which bases its mappings into SQL views and SPARQL construct queries.
More comprehensive reviews of tools and comparisons of tools for the purpose of lifting from relational databases to RDF are presented by [90, 63, 110].

Many to one transformations
Many to one transformations are a recent topic which has evolved to overcome
the problem that one to one transformations need a different solution for each
format and that subsequently must be maintained.
Source-centric approaches
Source-centric approaches are those that, even giving the possibility of transforming multiple data sources to multiple serialisation formats, they base their
transformation mechanism in one to one transformations. This can deliver optimal results—if exported to RDF—due to RDF compositional property. Some
of the tools available are: OpenRefine4 which allows to perform data cleanup
and transformation to other formats, DataTank5 which offers transformation
of data by means of a RESTful architecture, Virtuoso Sponger6 is a middleware
component of Virtuoso able to transform from a data input format to another
serialisation format, RDFizers7 employs the Open Semantic Framework to offer
hundreds of different format converters to RDF. The Datalift [111] framework
also offers the possibility of transforming raw data to semantic interlinked data
sources.
Text-based approaches
The use of a mapping language as the way to define all the mappings for various
data sources was first introduced by RML [37] which extends R2RML syntax
(Turtle based) to cover heterogeneous data sources. With RML implementations it is possible to gather data from: XML, JSON, CSV, Databases and so
on; and put them together in the same RDF output. A similar approach was
also followed in KR2RML [116] which proposed an alternative interpretation of
R2RML rules paired with a source-agnostic processor facilitating data cleaning and transformation. To deal with non-relational databases, [89] presented
xR2RML language which extends R2RML and RML specifications. Then,
SPARQL-Generate [75] was proposed which extends SPARQL syntax to serve
as a mapping language for heterogeneous data. This solution has the advantage
of using a very well-known syntax in the semantic web community and that its
implementation is more efficient than RML main one (i.e., RMLMapper8 ) [76].
To offer a simpler solution for users of text-based approaches, YARRRML [65]
4 http://openrefine.org/
5 http://thedatatank.com/
6 http://vos.openlinksw.com/owiki/wiki/VOS/VirtSponger
7 http://wiki.opensemanticframework.org/index.php/RDFizers
8 https://github.com/RMLio/RML-Mapper
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was introduced which offers a YAML based syntax and its processor 9 performs
a translation to RML rules.
Graphical-based approaches
Graphical tools offer an easier way to interact with the mapping engine and are
more accessible to non-expert users. Some of the tools mentioned in the previous source-centric approaches section have graphical interfaces, like OpenRefine
and DataTank. RMLEditor [64] offers a graphical interface for the creation of
RML rules.

Related studies
Some studies have been made to evaluate available tools and languages. [76]
compared SPARQL-Generate implementation to RMLMapper. Their results
showed that SPARQL-Generate has a better computational performance when
transforming more than 1500 CSV rows in comparison with RMLMapper.
They also concluded that SPARQL-Generate language is easier to learn and use
for semantic web practitioners (who are likely already familiar with SPARQL),
but this was based on a limited analysis of the cognitive complexity of query/mappings in the two languages. RMLEditor, a graphical tool to generate RML rules
was proposed by [64]. They performed a usability evaluation for their tool with
semantic web experts and non-experts. In the case of semantic web experts
they also evaluate the differences between the textual approach (RML) and
this new visual one. However, RMLEditor was neither compared with other
similar tools nor RML with other languages. [65] proposed YARRRML as a
human-readable text-based representation which offers an easier layer on top of
RML and R2RML. However, the authors did not present any evaluation of this
language. [84] made a comparative characteristic analysis of different mapping
languages. However, a qualitative analysis is not performed and usability is
only mentioned in NF1 “Easy to use by Semantic Web experts” which only
YARRRML and SPARQL-Generate achieve.
Thus, to the best of our knowledge no usability study was performed in these
languages which share the easiness of use as one of their goals. Therefore, we
introduce this study as a first step into the usability evaluation of heterogeneous
data mapping languages.

2.3

Presentation of the languages under study

In this section we compare YARRRML, SPARQL-Generate and ShExML syntax by means of a simple example. These three tools each offer a DSL able
to define mappings for heterogeneous data sources like we have seen in the
previous section and their designers share the goal to be user friendly [84, 50].
RML and similar alternatives are not included in the comparison because they
have a verbose syntax very close to the RDF data model. While it might be an
interesting solution for users without any programming knowledge but familiar
with RDF, we consider it more like a lower level middle language to compile to
9 https://github.com/RMLio/yarrrml-parser
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rather than a language to be used by programmers and data engineers. Indeed,
YARRRML and ShExML engines are able to compile their mappings to RML.
For the sake of the example two small files on JSON and XML are presented
in Listing 2.1 and Listing 2.2 respectively. Each one of these files define two
films with 6 attributes—that could differ on name and structure—that will be
translated to the RDF output showed in Listing 2.3. In this example, and with
the aim to keep it simple, different ids are used in each entity; however, it is
possible to use objects with same ids that could be merged into a single entity
or divided into different new entities depending on users’ intention.
Listing 2.1: JSON films file
{
" films " : [
{
" id " : 3 ,
" title " : " Inception " ,
" date " : " 2010 " ,
" co un t ry Of Or i gi n " : " USA " ,
" director " : " Christopher Nolan " ,
" screenwriter " : " Christopher Nolan "
},
{
" id " : 4 ,
" title " : " The Prestige " ,
" date " : " 2006 " ,
" co un t ry Of Or i gi n " : " USA " ,
" director " : " Christopher Nolan " ,
" screenwriter " : [ " Christopher Nolan " ,
" Jonathan Nolan " ]
}
]
}

Listing 2.2: XML films file
< films >
< film id = " 1 " >
< name > Dunkirk </ name >
< year >2017 </ year >
< country > USA </ country >
< director > Christopher Nolan </ director >
< screenwriters >
< screenwriter > Christopher Nolan </ screenwriter >
</ screenwriters >
</ film >
< film id = " 2 " >
< name > Interstellar </ name >
< year >2014 </ year >
< country > USA </ country >
< director > Christopher Nolan </ director >
< screenwriters >
< screenwriter > Christopher Nolan </ screenwriter >
< screenwriter > Jonathan Nolan </ screenwriter >
</ screenwriters >
</ film >
</ films >

Listing 2.3: RDF output
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@prefix :
:4

< http: // example . com / > .

:director
:name
:year

" USA " ;
" Jonathan Nolan " ,
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" The Prestige " ;
:2006 .

:3

:country
:screenwriter
:director
:name
:year

" USA " ;
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Inception " ;
:2010 .

:2

:country
:screenwriter
:director
:name
:year

" USA " ;
" Jonathan Nolan " ,
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Interstellar " ;
:2014 .

:country
:screenwriter
:director
:name
:year

" USA " ;
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Christopher Nolan " ;
" Dunkirk " ;
:2017 .

:1

:country
:screenwriter

YARRRML
Listing 2.4: YARRRML transformation script for the films example
prefixes:
ex: " http: // example . com / "
mappings:
films_json:
sources:
- [ " films . json ~ jsonpath " , " $ . films [*] " ]
s: ex:$ ( id )
po:
- [ ex:name , $ ( title )]
- [ ex:year , ex:$ ( date )~ iri ]
- [ ex:director , $ ( director )]
- [ ex:screenwriter , $ ( screenwriter )]
- [ ex:country , $ ( co un t ry Of Or i gi n )]
films_xml:
sources:
- [ " films . xml ~ xpath " , " // film " ]
s: ex:$ ( @id )
po:
- [ ex:name , $ ( name )]
- [ ex:year , ex:$ ( year )~ iri ]
- [ ex:director , $ ( director )]
- [ ex:screenwriter , $ ( screenwriters / screenwriter )]
- [ ex:country , $ ( country )]

YARRRML is designed with human-readability in mind which is achieved
through a YAML based syntax. Listing 2.4 shows the mappings films json
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and films xml for our films example. Each mapping starts with a source definition that contains the query to be used as iterator, e.g., //film. It is followed
by the definition of the output given by a subject definition (s:) and a number
of associated predicate-object definitions (po:). Subject and predicate-object
definitions can use “partial” queries relative to the iterator to populate the subject and object values. This way of defining mappings is very close to RML;
YARRRML actually does not provide an execution engine but is translated to
RML.

SPARQL-Generate
Listing 2.5: SPARQL-Generate transformation script for the films example
BASE < http: // example . com / >
PREFIX iter: < http: // w3id . org / sparql - generate / iter / >
PREFIX fun: < http: // w3id . org / sparql - generate / fn / >
PREFIX rdfs: < http: // www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # >
PREFIX xsd: < http: // www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # >
PREFIX : < http: // example . com / >
PREFIX dbr: < http: // dbpedia . org / resource / >
PREFIX schema: < http: // schema . org / >
PREFIX sc: < http: // purl . org / science / owl / sc iencecom mons / >
GENERATE {
? id_json :name ? name_json ;
:year ? year_json ;
:director ? director_json ;
:country ? country_json .
GENERATE {
? id_json :screenwriter ? s c r e e n w r i t e r _ j s o n .
}
ITERATOR iter:Split (? screenwriters_json , " ," )
AS ? s c r e e n w r i t e r s _ j s o n _ i t e r a t o r
WHERE {
BIND ( REPLACE (? screenwriters_json_iterator ,
" \\[|\\]|\" " , " " )
AS ? s c r e e n w r i t e r _ j s o n )
} .
? id_xml :name ? name_xml ;
:year ? year_xml ;
:director ? director_xml ;
:country ? country_xml .
GENERATE {
? id_xml :screenwriter ? s c r e e n w r i t e r _ x m l .
}
ITERATOR iter:XPath (? film_xml ,
" / film / screenwriters [*]/ screenwriter " )
AS ? s c r e e n w r i t e r s _ x m l _ i t e r a t o r
WHERE {
BIND ( fun:XPath (? screenwriters_xml_iterator ,
" / screenwriter / text () " ) AS ? s c r e e n w r i t e r _ x m l )
} .
}
ITERATOR iter:JSONPath (
< https: // raw . g i t h u b u s e r c o n t e n t . com / herminiogg / ShExML /
master / src / test / resources / filmsPaper . json > ,
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" $ . films [*] " ) AS ? film_json
ITERATOR iter:XPath (
< https: // raw . g i t h u b u s e r c o n t e n t . com / herminiogg / ShExML /
master / src / test / resources / filmsPaper . xml > ,
" // film " ) AS ? film_xml
WHERE {
BIND ( IRI ( CONCAT ( " http: // example . com / " ,
STR ( fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . id " )))) AS ? id_json )
BIND ( fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . title " ) AS ? name_json )
BIND ( fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . director " )
AS ? director_json )
BIND ( IRI ( CONCAT ( " http: // example . com / " ,
fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . date " ))) AS ? year_json )
BIND ( fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . co un t ry Of Or i gi n " )
AS ? country_json )
BIND ( fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . director " )
AS ? director s_json )
BIND ( fun:JSONPath (? film_json , " $ . screenwriter " )
AS ? s c r e e n w r i t e r s _ j s o n )
BIND ( IRI ( CONCAT ( " http: // example . com / " ,
fun:XPath (? film_xml , " / film / @id " ))) AS ? id_xml )
BIND ( fun:XPath (? film_xml , " / film / name / text () " )
AS ? name_xml )
BIND ( fun:XPath (? film_xml , " / film / director / text () " )
AS ? director_xml )
BIND ( IRI ( CONCAT ( " http: // example . com / " ,
fun:XPath (? film_xml , " / film / year / text () " )))
AS ? year_xml )
BIND ( fun:XPath (? film_xml , " / film / country / text () " )
AS ? country_xml )
}

SPARQL-Generate is an extension of SPARQL 1.1 for querying heterogeneous
data sources and creating RDF and text. It offers a set of SPARQL binding
functions and SPARQL iterator functions to achieve this goal. The mapping for
our films example is shown in Listing 2.5. The output of the mapping is given
within the GENERATE clauses and can use variables and IRIs, while queries,
IRI and variable declarations are declared in the WHERE clause. SPARQLGenerate is an expressive language that can be further extended using the
SPARQL 1.1 extension system. On the other side, SPARQL-Generate scripts
tend to be verbose compared to the other two languages studied in this paper.

ShExML
Listing 2.6: ShExML transformation script for the films example
PREFIX : < http: // example . com / >
SOURCE films _xml_fil e <
https: // raw . g i t h u b u s e r c o n t e n t . com / herminiogg /
ShExML / master / src / test / resources / filmsPaper . xml >
SOURCE f i lm s_ js o n_ fi le <
https: // raw . g i t h u b u s e r c o n t e n t . com / herminiogg /
ShExML / master / src / test / resources / filmsPaper . json >
ITERATOR film_xml < xpath: // film > {
FIELD id <@id >
FIELD name < name >
FIELD year < year >
FIELD country < country >
FIELD director < director >
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FIELD screenwriters < screenwriters / screenwriter >
}
ITERATOR film_json < jsonpath: $ . films [*] > {
FIELD id <id >
FIELD name < title >
FIELD year < date >
FIELD country < countryOfOrigin >
FIELD director < director >
FIELD screenwriters < screenwriter >
}
EXPRESSION films < film s_xml_fi le . film_xml
UNION fi lm s _j so n_ f il e . film_json >
:Films : [ films . id ] {
:name [ films . name ] ;
:year : [ films . year ] ;
:country [ films . country ] ;
:director [ films . director ] ;
:screenwriter [ films . screenwriters ] ;
}

ShExML, our proposed language, can be used to map XML and JSON documents to RDF. The ShExML mapping for the films example is presented in
Listing 2.6. It consists of source definitions followed by iterator definitions.
The latter define structured objects which fields are populated with the results
of source queries. The output of the mapping is described using a Shape Expression (ShEx) [105, 17] which can refer to the previously defined fields. The
originality of ShExML, compared to the other two languages studied here, is
that the output is defined only once even when several sources are used. This
is a design choice that allows the user to separate concerns: how to structure
the output on the one hand, and how to extract the data on the other hand.

Comparing languages features
In this subsection we compare languages features and what operations are
supported or not in each language (see Table 2.1).
Iterators, sources, fields, unions and so on are common to the three languages as they have the same objective. They have different syntaxes, as it can
be seen in the three examples, but from a functionality point of view there are
no differences.
Source and output definition and their artefacts: As we saw, the
mechanism to define the form of the RDF output has different flavour in the
three languages: subject and predicate-object definitions for every source in
YARRRML; GENERATE clauses for every source in SPARQL-Generate; a
single Shape Expression in ShExML. Additionally, the three languages offer
slightly different operators for constructing the output values. All of them
typically obtain IRIs by concatenating a source value to some prefix, and reuse
literal values as is. YARRRML supports the generation of multiple named
graphs whereas SPARQL-Generate can only generate one named graph at a
time and ShExML only generates RDF datasets.
Multiple results: The handling of multiple results, like it occurs on the
screenwriters case, is different between SPARQL-Generate and the two other
languages. In YARRRML and ShExML if a query returns multiple results they
are treated like a list of them. However, in SPARQL-Generate this functionality
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must be explicitly declared like it can be seen in Listing 2.5. It leads to complex
iterator definitions like the one used in JSON screenwriters one.
Transformations: The possibility of transforming the output to another
value by means of a function is something very useful for different purposes
when building a knowledge graph. Therefore, in YARRRML this is supported
through the FnO mechanism [85] which offers a way to define functions inside
mapping languages in a declarative fashion. SPARQL-Generate offers some
functions for strings embedded inside the SPARQL binding functions mechanism; however, it is possible to extend the language through the SPARQL
1.1 extension mechanism. In the case of ShExML, only Matchers and String
operations are offered for transformation purposes.
Other formats output: Output format on YARRRML and ShExML is
limited to RDF; whereas, in SPARQL-Generate it is possible to also generate
plain text, enabling the potential transformation to a lot of different formats.
In this aspect, SPARQL-Generate presents a much more flexible output. Conversely, YARRRML and ShExML engines offer a translation of their mappings
to RML rules which improves interoperability with other solutions.
Link to other mappings: In YARRRML there is the possibility to link
mappings between them. This functionality is provided by giving the name of
the mapping to be linked and the condition that must be satisfied (e.g., ID of
mapping A equal to ID of mapping B). This can be useful when the subject
is generated with a certain attribute but this attribute does not appear on the
other file so the linking should be done using another attribute. In ShExML
this can be partially achieved by Shape linking—which is a syntactic sugar to
avoid repeating an expression twice—and by the Join clause which gives an
implementation for primary interlinking covering a subset of what is covered
with YARRRML mapping linking. In SPARQL-Generate this can be achieved
using nested Generate clauses and Filter clauses.
Conditional mapping generation: Sometimes there is the need to generate triples only in the case that some condition is fulfilled. In YARRRML this
is achieved using the conditional clause and a function. In SPARQL-Generate
this can be obtained with the SPARQL 1.1 Filter clauses and also with the extensibility mechanism offered by the language. In ShExML this is not possible
currently.
Further features of SPARQL-Generate: Apart from what has been
presented in the previous point, SPARQL-Generate, as being based on SPARQL
1.1, offers more expressiveness than the other two languages. One possibility
that emerges from that is the use of defined variables. For example, it is possible to define an iterator of numbers and then use that numbers to request
different parts of an API. This versatility enables the creation of very complex
and rich scripts that can cover a lot of use cases. It is natural to expect that
learning to use the full capabilities of SPARQL-Generate is complex, as the
language offers a lot of features. In our experiments, however, only some basic features of the language were required and, as is shown in Section 2.5, it
appears that SPARQL-Generate design did not help test subjects to solve the
proposed tasks easily.
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Features

Source and
output definition

ShExML

Defining output

Shape expression

IRIs generation

Prefix and value generation
expression (concatenation)

Datatypes &
Language tags
Multiple results
from a query
Transformations
Output formats

Output
Translation

Link between
mappings
Conditional mapping
generation

YARRRML
Subject and predicate-object
definitions
Prefix and value generation
expression (array)

SPARQL-Generate
Generate clause
Variable (previous use of concat function)
or string interpolation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Treated like an array

Treated like an array

Need to iterate over the results

Limited (Matchers and String operators).
RDF
RML
Shape Linking and JOIN keyword
(do not fully cover YARRRML feature)

FnO hub
RDF
RML

Functions for strings and extension mechanism
RDF and any text-based format
No translation offered
Nested generate clauses, filter clauses
and extension mechanism

No

Yes (conditions allowed)
Yes (Function and conditional clause)

Yes (Filter clause and extension mechanism)

Table 2.1: Features comparison between the three languages

2.4

Methodology

In order to test our hypothesis that ShExML is easier for first-time users only
experienced in programming and the basics of linked data, an experiment was
carried out. The University of Oviedo granted ethical approval to carry out the
described study. Verbal consent was requested before starting the experiment.

Experiment design
The selected tools were YARRRML10 , SPARQL-Generate11 and ShExML12 .
We decided not to include RML13 and similar alternatives for the same reason
mentioned on Section 2.3. Three manuals were designed for the students based
on the example about films that described how the integration can be done
with each tool14 . The experiment was designed to be performed in each tool
dedicated online environment, which are available through the Internet as a
webpage.
In addition, a small manual was developed to guide the students along the
experiment and to inform them about the input files and which are the expected
outputs14 . This manual contained two tasks to perform during the experiment
which were designed to be performed sequentially, i.e., the student should finish
the first task before starting with the second one. The first task was the
mapping and integration of two files (JSON and XML) with information about
books which should be mapped in a unique RDF graph. The final output
should be equal to the one given in the guide. The second task was to modify
the script done in the previous task so that the prices are separated and can
be compared between markets. In other words, that multiple prices are tagged
individually referring to the market where the specific price was found, like
they were in the input files. This second task gives us an intuition on how easy
is to modify an existing set of data mapping rules in each language.
The study was designed as a mixed method approach, including a quantitative analysis and a qualitative analysis. For the quantitative analysis measures,
Mousotron15 was used which allows to register the number of keystrokes, the
10 http://rml.io/yarrrml/
11 https://ci.mines-stetienne.fr/sparql-generate/
12 http://shexml.herminiogarcia.com/
13 http://rml.io/
14 Material can be consulted on:
https://github.com/herminiogg/shexml-paper-2019-data/tree/master/
experiment-material
15 http://www.blacksunsoftware.com/mousotron.html
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distance travelled by the mouse and so on. For the qualitative analysis two Office 365 forms were used with questions based on a Likert scale (see questions
in Table 2.2). In addition, the elapsed time was calculated from timestamps in
the Office 365 forms.

Conduction
The sample consisted in 20 students (4 women and 13 men) of the MSc in Web
Engineering first-year course (out of two years) at the University of Oviedo16 .
Most of them have a bachelor’s degree (240 ECTS credits) in computer science
or similar fields. They were receiving a semantic web course of two weeks—a
total of 30 hours (3 hours per day)— where they were introduced to semantic
technologies like: RDF, SPARQL, ShEx, etc. Before this course they had not
previous knowledge on semantic web technologies. Regarding prior knowledge
of YAML by subjects, even though it is normally known and used by developers,
we could not assure it. The experiment was hosted the final day of the course.
The experiment was conducted in their usual classroom and with their
whole-year-assigned computers. So that they were in a comfortable environment and with a computer they are familiar with. The three tools were assigned
to the students in a random manner. Each student received the printed manual for its assigned tool and they were given a time of 20 minutes to read it,
test the language in the online environment, and ask doubts and questions.
Once these 20 minutes were elapsed the printed experiment guide was given to
the students and they were explained about the experiment proceeding with
indications about Mousotron operation.
In particular the procedure followed to perform the whole experiment was:
1. Open the assigned tool on the dedicated webpage and clear the given
example.
2. Open Mousotron and reset it.
3. Proceed with task 1 (start time registered for elapsed time calculation).
4. Once task 1 is finished, capture Mousotron results (screenshot) and fill
the first Office 365 questionnaire.
5. Reset Mousotron and proceed with task 2.
6. Once task 2 is finished, capture Mousotron results (screenshot) and fill
the second Office 365 questionnaire.
Analysis
The quantitative results were dump into an Excel sheet and anonymised. Although many results can be used as given by the students, some of them need
to be calculated. This is the case of elapsed time (on both tasks), completeness
percentage and precision. Elapsed time in the first task (tt1 ) was calculated
as the subtraction of questionnaire 1 beginning time (stq1 ) and experiment
start time (ste ), i.e., (tt1 = stq1 − ste ). Elapsed time in the second task (tt2 )
16 http://miw.uniovi.es/
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was calculated as the subtraction of questionnaire 1 ending time (etq1 ) and
questionnaire 2 beginning time (stq2 ), i.e., (tt2 = stq2 − etq1 ).
Completeness percentage was calculated from three measures: the proportion of correctly generated triples contributed 50%, the proportion of data
correctly translated contributed 25% and the proportion of correctly generated
prefixes and datatypes as a 25%. This design gives more importance to the
structure, which is the main goal when using these tools. Other aspects, like
correct data (i.e., the object part of a triple), prefixes (i.e., using the correct
predicate for the subject, the predicate and the object in case of an IRI) and
the datatype (i.e., putting the correct xsd type in case of a literal object) are
a little less valued as these errors could come more easily from a distraction or
an oversight. Let CP be the completeness percentage, t the number of triples,
d the number of data gaps and p&dt the number of prefixes and datatypes, so
the calculation of the completeness percentage can be expressed as:
CP = 0.5∗

dtotal − dgenerated
p&dttotal − p&dtgenerated
ttotal − tgenerated
+0.25∗
+0.25∗
ttotal
dtotal
p&dttotal

Finally, precision was calculated as the division of current student elapsed
time by minimum elapsed time of all students, multiplied by the completeness percentage. This precision formulation gives us an intuition on how fast
some student was in comparison with the fastest student and with a correction
depending on how well his/her solution was. Let tsn be the elapsed time of
student n and CPsn the completeness percentage of student n calculated with
the previous formula.
P recisionsn =

tsn
∗ CPsn
min({ts1 , ..., tsn })

The results of the qualitative analysis were only anonymised as they can be
directly used from the Office 365 output.
For the analysis the IBM SPSS version 24 was used. We planned a One
Way ANOVA test within the three groups in the quantitative analysis where
a normal distribution was found and the Kruskal-Wallis test where not. The
qualitative analysis comparison between three groups was established using the
Kruskal-Wallis test. The report and analysis of the results was made using [44]
as guidance and using the suggested APA style as a standard manner to report
statistical results.

Threat to validity
In this experiment we have identified the following threats to its validity.
Internal validity
We have identified the following internal validity threats in the experiment
design:
• More expertise in some specific tool: In semantic web area—as in other
areas—people tend to be more expert in some specific technologies and
languages. The derived risk is that this expertise can have an influence
on final results. To alleviate this we have selected MSc students that
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Table 2.2: Statements to evaluate by the students based on a 5 point Likert
scale
Questionnaire
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Statement
The experience with the tool was satisfactory
The tool was easy to use
The mapping definitions was easy
The language was easy to learn
I find that this tool can be useful in my work
The coding in this tool was intuitive
The language design leads to commit some errors
The error messages were useful to solve the problems
It was easy to define different predicates for the price

Obtained Variable
General satisfaction level
Easiness of use
Mapping definition easiness
Learnability
Applicability
Intuitiveness
Error proneness
Error reporting usefulness
Modifiability

are studying the same introductory semantic web course and we have
assigned the tools in a random manner.
• Not homogeneous group: It is possible that the selected group is not
homogeneous on skills and previous knowledge. To mitigate this we have
applied the same measures as for the previous threat: Students of a
semantic web course and a randomised tool assignment.
• Unfamiliar environment: In usability studies, unfamiliar environments
can play a role on final conclusions. Therefore, we opted to run the
experiment in a well-known environment for the students, that is, their
whole-year classroom.
• More guide and information about one tool: As we have designed one of
the languages, it could lead to a bias in information delivery. To try to
mitigate this threat we developed three identical manuals for each tool.
Questions and doubts were answered equally for all the students and
tools.
External validity
Following the measures taken in the internal validity threats we identified the
corresponding external validity ones:
• Very focused sample: As we have restricted the profile of the sample to
students of a MSc course which are more or less within the same knowledge level, there is the risk that these findings cannot be extrapolated
for other samples or populations. It is possible that for semantic web
practitioners—with different interests and expertise—these findings are
not applicable. However, the intention of this study was to evaluate usability with first-time users as a first step to guide future studies.

2.5

Results

From the 20 students of the sample17 , in the first task, 3 of them left the
experiment without making any questionnaire, 2 for SPARQL-Generate and 1
17 Original datasets available on:
https://github.com/herminiogg/shexml-paper-2019-data/tree/master/datasets
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for YARRRML. In the second task, only 7 out of the 20 students made the
questionnaire, 6 for ShExML and 1 for YARRRML. The statistical analysis
was made using the IBM SPSS software, version 24.
Task 1: As previously stated, the number of students that finished—
correctly or not—the proposed task was 17. Descriptive statistics can be
seen in Table 2.3. Comparison of three groups was made by means of a One
Way ANOVA which results showed significant differences on elapsed seconds
F (2, 14) = 6.00, p = .013, ω = .60. As completeness percentage and precision are not following a normal distribution on SPARQL-Generate group
(W (4) = .63, p = .001 and W (4) = .63, p = .001), the comparison was established by means of the Kruskal-Wallis test which showed significant differences
in both variables (H(2) = 9.73, p = .008 and H(2) = 9.68, p = .008). Post
hoc test for elapsed seconds using the Gabriel’s criterion showed significant
differences between ShExML group and YARRRML group (p = .016). Post
hoc test for completeness percentage and precision using the Bonferroni’s criterion showed significant differences between ShExML and SPARQL-Generate
(p = .012, r = .87 and p = .012, r = .87). Likert scale questionnaire results
(α = 0, 73) (see Fig. 2.1) were analysed using Kruskal-Wallis test which resulted in significant differences between groups for variables general satisfaction
level (H(2) = 6.28, p = .043), easiness of use (H(2) = 9.82, p = .007), mapping
definition easiness (H(2) = 10.25, p = .006) and learnability (H(2) = 8.63, p =
.013). Bonferroni’s criterion was used as post hoc test for the variables with
significant differences. For general satisfaction level significant differences were
found between ShExML and YARRRML (p = .039, r = .69). For easiness
of use significant differences were found between ShExML and YARRRML
(p = .011, r = .81). For mapping definition easiness significant differences
were found between ShExML and SPARQL-Generate (p = .013, r = .90)
and between ShExML and YARRRML (p = .037, r = .69). For learnability significant differences were found between ShExML and SPARQL-Generate
(p = .042, r = .78) and between ShExML and YARRRML (p = .040, r = .69).
Task 2: In this task only 7 students reached this step: 6 for ShExML
and 1 for YARRRML. Descriptive statistics of this task can be seen in Table
2.4. No significant differences were found in any of the variables. In subjective
variable analysis (see Fig. 2.2) no significant differences were found.

2.6

Discussion

Statistical results discussion
Results of task 1 show that variables like keystrokes, left button clicks, right
button clicks, mouse wheel scroll and meters travelled by the mouse, do not
have a significant variability depending on the used tool. This suggests that
web interfaces used as online development environments are more or less homogeneous and do not have an impact on the development of the scripts. However, keystrokes variable results should be considered with caution because for
SPARQL-Generate the mean of completeness percentages was very low; therefore, achieving a final solution may involve more keystrokes. On the other
hand, elapsed seconds, completeness percentage and precision show significant
differences between groups which suggest that the selected language has an
influence on these variables. Moreover, we can see that elapsed seconds has a
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Figure 2.1: Task 1 results for Likert scale questionnaire where results are divided into questions and groups. (*) means significant differences between
groups and (a) and (b) means significant differences in the post hoc test between the marked groups at the level of significance (α = .05)

Figure 2.2: Task 2 results for Likert scale questionnaire where results are divided into the two groups.
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Table 2.3: Descriptive statistics for task 1 objective results where n is the
sample size, x̄ is the mean, s is the standard deviation, max is the maximum
value of the sample and min is the minimum value of the sample. (*) means
significant differences between groups and (a) means significant differences in
the post hoc test between the marked groups at the level of significance (α =
.05). Differences in totals are due to malfunctions while operating capture
software.
Measure
Elapsed seconds (*)

Keystrokes

Left button clicks

Right button clicks

Mouse wheel scroll

Meters travelled
by the mouse

Completeness
percentage (*)

Precision (*)

Group
ShExML (a)
YARRRML (a)
SPARQL-Generate
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate
Total
ShExML (a)
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate (a)
Total
ShExML (a)
YARRRML
SPARQL-Generate (a)
Total

n
7
6
4
17
6
4
3
13
6
4
3
13
6
4
2
12
6
4
3
13
7
6
4
17
7
6
4
17
7
6
4
17

x̄
1560.1429
2443.8333
2292.7500
2044.4118
1138.50
1187
1125.67
1150.46
176.50
318.75
166
217.85
2.17
2.25
4.50
2.58
148
679.25
199
323.23
30.400
43.454
21.220
32.847
0.771
0.323
0.02
0.436
0.495
0.131
0.005
0.251

s
541.57376
375.44502
533.49063
620.68370
610.588
449.649
121.476
457.183
112.169
177.989
78.791
138.267
2.137
1.708
2.121
2.021
183.737
606.711
131.160
412.819
24.318
43.144
16.526
30.550
0.296
0.366
0.04
0.415
0.286
0.160
0.01
0.292

max
2192
2896
2769
2896
2287
1795
1265
2287
327
551
254
551
6
4
6
6
486
1404
348
1404
70.079
101.767
37.680
101.767
1
0.82
0.08
1
1
0.38
0.02
1

min
782
1891
1634
782
674
810
1042
674
58
170
102
58
0
0
3
0
13
101
101
13
0
0
0
0
0.19
0
0
0
0.07
0
0
0

medium size effect (ω = .60). Post hoc results show that there are significant
differences between ShExML and YARRRML which suggests that YARRRML
users tend to need more time than ShExML users for these tests. In the case
of comparisons with SPARQL-Generate there are not significant differences
which can be due to the small sample size and the low completeness percentage. Differences between ShExML and SPARQL-Generate for completeness
percentage and precision suggest that SPARQL-Generate users were not able
to achieve working solutions as ShExML users, which have the highest mean
on both variables. However, between ShExML and YARRRML groups there
were no significant differences which is in line with the great variability of those
two variables.
Results of task 2 do not show any significant difference between the ShExML
group and the YARRRML group. This can be explained by the low sample
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Table 2.4: Descriptive statistics for task 2 objective results where n is the
sample size, x̄ is the mean, s is the standard deviation, max is the maximum
value of the sample and min is the minimum value of the sample. Differences
in totals are due to malfunctions while operating capture software.
Measure
Elapsed seconds

Keystrokes

Left button clicks

Right button clicks

Mouse wheel scroll

Meters travelled by the mouse

Completeness percentage

Precision

Group
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total
ShExML
YARRRML
Total

n
6
1
7
5
1
6
5
1
6
5
1
6
5
1
6
6
1
7
6
1
7
6
1
7

x̄
325.5
47
285.7143
206.40
91
187.17
61.80
43
58.67
0.40
0
0.33
123.80
41
110
9.7629
11.7563
10.0477
0.73
0
0.6257
0.4683
0
0.4014

s
328.9248
0
318.1822
175.832
0
164.174
81.417
0
73.225
0.548
0
0.516
129.494
0
120.655
13.8829
0
12.6957
0.3904
0
0.4507
0.37467
0
0.38512

max
879
47
879
438
91
438
207
43
207
1
0
1
288
41
288
37.7565
11.7563
37.7565
1
0
1
1
0
1

min
3
47
3
43
91
43
16
43
16
0
0
0
0
41
0
0
11.7563
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

size in the YARRRML group where only one individual made this step. However, completeness percentage and precision show us that some students did
achieve a correct solution with ShExML, whereas in YARRRML group and in
SPARQL-Generate group they did not. This leads to the conclusion that only
the ShExML group managed to find a working solution to both proposed tasks.
Nevertheless, these conclusions must be validated with bigger experiments to
have statistical confidence.
The differences in completeness percentage and precision between ShExML
and SPARQL-Generate and also between ShExML and YARRRML in elapsed
seconds can lead us to the conclusion that usability on first-time users is improved by using ShExML over the other two languages, which answers RQ1.
Moreover, this conclusion is reinforced by the situation that in task 2 neither
YARRRML nor SPARQL-Generate users were able to find a solution to this
task.
Regarding the subjective analysis, significant differences were found between groups in general satisfaction level, mapping definition easiness, easiness
of use and learnability (as perceived by the students).
On general satisfaction level significant differences were found between
ShExML and YARRRML which indicates that ShExML users were more satisfied with the overall use of the tool respect to the YARRRML users. Differences
between SPARQL-Generate users and the two other groups could not be established due to their low completeness percentage and precision rates.
In the case of easiness of use significant differences were found between
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ShExML and YARRRML which suggests that ShExML users found this language easier to use than YARRRML users did with their language counterpart.
In this case, like in the previous variable, significant differences could not be
established between SPARQL-Generate and the two other groups due to low
completeness percentage. In mapping definition easiness differences were established between ShExML group and YARRRML group and between ShExML
group and SPARQL-Generate group which indicates that ShExML users found
mappings easier to define in ShExML than in the other two languages. We also
note that users did not find differences on mapping definition easiness between
YARRRML and SPARQL-Generate, this may be because SPARQL-Generate
users did not use the whole language.
On learnability significant differences were found between ShExML and
SPARQL-Generate and between ShExML and YARRRML which suggests that
the users found easier to learn ShExML than the other two languages. However, no significant differences were found between YARRRML and SPARQLGenerate which seems strange due to the difference of verbosity between the
two languages.
Differences on subjective analysis between ShExML and YARRRML on
general satisfaction level, mapping definition easiness, easiness of use and learnability, and between ShExML and SPARQL-Generate on mapping definition
easiness and learnability comes to corroborate what we have elucidated with
the objective analysis answering RQ1.
Review of the other variables shows that the users do not see much applicability on the three languages, that the design of the languages leads users to
commit some errors during the development of the script and that the error
reporting system in the three of them is not very useful to solve the incoming
problems.
The feedback received from the users in the error proneness and error reporting usefulness variables determines that these two aspects are the ones
that should be improved in the three languages to improve their usability.
This comes to answer the RQ3.
For the modifiability variable assessed in task 2, ShExML users tend to
rate this feature with high marks whereas the single YARRRML user gave a
response of 3 in a 5 point Likert scale which is in line with his/her completeness
percentage mark. As with the objective results of task 2, these subjective
results should be further validated in future bigger experiments to corroborate
these early findings.

Alignment with features comparison
In the light of the statistical analysis outcome, SPARQL-Generate design has
been shown to have a negative impact on first-time users. This led to three
users abandoning the task and low completeness scores for the rest of the group.
Although having more features in a language is something good and desirable,
these results caught attention on how these features should be carefully designed and included in the language in order to improve easiness of use, and
thus overall adoption of the tool. In the case of YARRRML language, although
it has been designed with human-friendliness in mind, in our experiment it has
not reached the expected results in comparison with ShExML. However, it
has better results than SPARQL-Generate, suggesting it is less complex to use
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than that language, but still more complex than ShExML. Nevertheless, it
does not seem that supported features could explain the differences between
YARRRML and ShExML as the features used on the experiment are more or
less equal. Instead other syntax details may be affecting the differences between
these two groups such as: the use of keywords that made the language more
self-explanatory and the modularity used on iterators which reminds of objectoriented programming languages. However, this would require a broader study
taking into account programming style background of participants and their
own style preferences using techniques like a cognitive complexity architecture
[62] to identify how each feature and its design is affecting the usability of each
specific language.
These results highlight the importance on how features are designed and
included in a language. Therefore, SPARQL-Generate with more features and
being a highly flexible language tends to have a bad influence on users’ usability.
Comparing ShExML and YARRRML we see that these differences are smaller
than with SPARQL-Generate and that features support does not seem to be the
variable affecting YARRRML usability. Thus, we can conclude—and answer
the RQ2—that it is not the features supported by a language which affects
usability of first-time users but their design.

2.7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have compared the usability of three heterogeneous data mapping languages. The findings of our user study were that better results, and
speed on finding this solution, are related to ShExML users whereas SPARQLGenerate users were not able to find any solution under study conditions. In the
case of YARRRML users, they performed better than SPARQL-Generate users
but worse than ShExML users finding partial solutions to the given problem.
This study is (to our knowledge) the first to explore the topic of usability for
first-time users with programming and Linked Data background in these kinds
of languages. It also reflects the importance that usability has on the accuracy
of the encountered solutions and how features should be carefully designed in
a language to not impact negatively on its usability.
As future work, bigger experiments should be carried out with an emphasis
on programming style background and styles (using cognitive complexity frameworks) to corroborate and expand these early findings. In addition, improving
these aspects that were worst rated in the three languages (i.e., error proneness
and the error reporting system) would enhance perceived user friendliness.
This work highlights the importance of usability on these kinds of languages
and how it could affect their adoption.
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CHAPTER 3. XMLSCHEMA2SHEX
Abstract
RDF validation is a field where the Semantic Web community is
currently focusing attention. Besides, there is a recent trend to migrate
data from different sources to semantic web formats. Therefore, in order
to facilitate this transformation, we propose: a set of mappings that can
be used to convert from XML Schema to Shape Expressions (ShEx),
a prototype that implements a subset of the proposed mappings, an
example application to obtain a ShEx schema from an XML Schema and
a discussion on conversion implications of non-deterministic schemata.
We demonstrate that an XML and its corresponding XML Schema are
still valid when converted to their RDF and ShEx counterparts. This
conversion, along with the development of other format mappings, could
drive to an improvement of data interoperability due to the reduction of
the technological gap.

3.1

Introduction

Data validation is a key area when normalisation and confidence are desired.
Normalisation—which can be defined, in this context, as using an homogeneous
schema or structure across different sources of similar information—is desired
as a way of making a dataset more reliable and even more useful to possible consumers because of its standardised schema. Validation can excel data
cleansing, querying and standardisation of datasets. In words of P.N. Fox et al.
[47]: “Procedures for data validation increase the value of data and the users’
confidence in predictions made from them. Well-designed data management
systems may strengthen data validation itself, by providing better estimates of
expected values than were available previously.”. Therefore, validation is a key
field of data management.
XML Schema [12] was designed as a language to make XML validation possible with more expressiveness than DTDs [11]. Using XML Schema developers
can define the structure, constraints and documentation of an XML vocabulary. Besides DTD and XML Schema, other alternatives for XML validation
(such as Relax NG [24] and Schematron [66]) were proposed.
In the Semantic Web, RDF was missing a standard constraints validation
language which covers the same features that XML Schema does for XML.
Some alternatives were OWL [56] and RDF Schema [20]; however, they do not
cover completely what XML Schema does for XML [123]. For this purpose,
Shape Expressions (ShEx) [104, 106] was proposed to fulfill the requirement of
a constraints validation language for RDF, and SHACL [69] (another proposed
language for RDF validation) has recently become a W3C recommendation.
As many documents and data are persisted in XML, the need for migration
and interoperability to more flexible data is nowadays more pressing than ever,
many authors have proposed conversions from XML to RDF [92, 35, 7, 14],
with the goal of transforming XML data to Semantic Web formats.
Although these conversions enable users to migrate their data to Semantic
Web, means for validating the output data after converting XML to RDF
are missing. Therefore, we should ensure that the conversion has been done
correctly and that both versions—in different languages—are defining the same
meaning.
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Conversions between XML and RDF, and between XML Schema and ShEx
are necessary to alleviate the gap between semantic technologies and more
traditional ones (e.g., XML, JSON, CSV, relational databases). With that in
mind, providing generic transformation tools from non-semantic technologies to
semantic technologies can enhance the migration possibilities; in other words,
if we can create tools that ease the transformation and adaptation among technologies we will encourage future migrations. Taking Text Encoding Initiative
(TEI) [39] as an example, digital humanities can take benefit from Semantic Web approaches [121, 115]. There are many manuscripts transcribed to
XML—using TEI—that can be converted to RDF. But transcribers are hesitant to deal with the underlying technology although they can benefit from
it [87]. Those are the cases where generic approaches, as the one introduced
here, can offer a solution and where automatic conversion of schemata has its
place when transformations are to be checked.
Taking into account what we previously presented, the questions that we
want to address in the present work are the following:
• RQ1: What components should have a mapping from XML Schema to
ShEx?
• RQ2: How to ensure that both schemata are equivalent?
• RQ3: Is it possible to ensure a backwards conversion in all cases?
• RQ4: Are non-deterministic schemata (i.e., ambiguous schemata) possible to translate and validate?
In this paper, we describe a solution on how to make the conversion from
XML Schema to ShEx. We describe how each element in XML Schema can
be translated into ShEx. Moreover, we present a prototype that can convert a
subset of what is defined in the following sections.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 3.2 presents the background; Section 3.3 gives a brief introduction to ShEx; Section 3.4 describes a
possible set of mappings between XML Schema and ShEx; Section 3.5 presents
a prototype used to validate a subset of previously presented mappings and
how this conversion works against existing RDF validators; Section 3.6 discusses the implications of Non-Deterministic schemata on our work. Finally,
Section 3.7 draws some conclusions and future lines of work and improvement.

3.2

Background

The related work of XML ecosystem conversion can be divided in three main
categories: conversions from XML to Semantic Web formats, conversions from
XML schemata to non Semantic Web schemata and conversions from XML
schemata to RDF schemata.

From XML to Semantic Web formats
Along with schemata conversions, data transformation has to be tackled. Therefore many authors have worked on this topic of converting from XML to Semantic Web formats and more specifically to RDF. For these conversions there
are plenty of strategies that have been proposed and followed by other authors.
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In [92], authors describe their experience on developing this transformation
for business to business industry in the case of the Semantic Mediation tools.
An XML Schema to RDF Schema transformation is performed as part of the
requirement of the Semantic Mediation tool.
In [35], a transformation between XML and RDF depending on an ontology is described. This transformation takes an XML document, a mapping
document and an ontology document and makes the transformations to RDF
instances compliant with the input ontology. Using the mapping file, conversions between the XML Schema and the ontology are established.
In [5], the author explains how XML can be converted to RDF—and vice
versa—using XML Schema as the base for the mappings. This work is then
expanded in [7] where the author tries to solve the lift problem (the problem
of how to map heterogeneous data sources in the same representational framework) from XML to RDF and backwards by using the Gloze mapping approach
on top of Apache Jena.
In [128], the authors present a mechanism to query XML data as RDF.
Firstly, a matching from XML Schema to RDF Schema class hierarchy is performed. Then XML elements can be interpreted as RDF triples. The same
procedure but using DTDs is described in [126].
In [19], the author presents a technique for making standard transformations
between XML and RDF using XSLT. A case study in the field of astronomy is
used to illustrate the solution.
Another approach using XSLT is [118] where authors describe a mapping
mechanism using XSLT that can be attached to schemata definition.
In [9], a transformation from RDF to other kind of formats, including XML,
is proposed using in XSLT stylesheets embedded SPARQL which by means of
these extensions, could query, merge and transform data from the Semantic
Web.
In [14], authors describe XSPARQL which is a framework that enables the
transformation between XML and RDF based on XQuery and SPARQL and
solves the disadvantages of using XSLT for these transformations.
However, these works (except [92]) are not covering the schemata mapping
problem.

From XML schemata to other schemata
Although data migration is important, during this process it is desirable to
transform the constraint rules or schemas too. This is also a way to verify that
the transformations have been done correctly. Therefore, many authors have
proposed different techniques and transformation from XML Schema.
In [97], a transformation from XML Schema to JSON Schema is proposed.
These transformations are made using equivalent constraints when it is possible
and concrete transformations when no equivalent constraints exists.
In [101], an algorithm that converts from XML Schemata to ER diagrams
is proposed. This algorithm (called Xere mapping) is proposed as a part of the
Xere technique to assist the integration of XML data.
In [74], the authors propose an algorithm to convert from a relational
schema to an XML Schema and two algorithms to convert from a XML Schema
to a relational schema. All these techniques preserve the structure and the semantics.
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However, none of these works bring XML schemata to Semantic Web technologies.

From XML schemata to RDF schemata
In the Semantic Web community there has been an effort to convert XML
schemata to OWL [43, 109] and to RDF Schema [92]. Moreover, when no
schema is available the transformation can be performed from XML to OWL
[16, 70, 98, 73].
However, RDF Schema and OWL were not designed as RDF validation
languages. Their use of Open World and Non-Unique Name Assumptions can
pose some difficulties to define the integrity constraints that RDF validation
languages require [123].

FHIR approach
Another approach for transformation between schemas is to take a domain
model as the main representation of data structure and constraints and then
transform between that model and other schema formats like XML Schema,
JSON Schema or ShEx. This has been the approach followed by FHIR1 . However, this technique needs the creation of a domain model as an abstract representation which is not the goal of our work.

RDF validation languages and its conversions
Various languages have recently been developed for RDF validation. Shapes
Constraint Language (SHACL) [69] has been developed by the W3C Data
Shapes Working Group and Shape Expressions (ShEx) [106] is being developed
by the W3C Shape Expressions Community Group.
To the best of our knowledge, no conversion between XML Schema and
ShEx/SHACL has been proposed to date. This might be due to the recent
introduction of ShEx and SHACL.
In this paper, ShEx is used to describe the mappings due to its compact
syntax and its support for recursion whereas in SHACL recursion depends
on the implementation. However, we consider that converting the mappings
proposed in this paper to SHACL is feasible and can be an interesting line of
future work given that it has already been accepted as a W3C recommendation
and that there are some ways to simulate recursion by target declarations or
property paths.

3.3

Brief introduction to ShEx

ShEx was proposed as a language for RDF validation in 2014 [106]. It was one
of the foundations for the W3C Data Shapes Working Group which developed
the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) for the same purpose. SHACL
was also inspired by SPIN [68] and although both languages can perform RDF
validation there are some differences between them like the support of recursion
or the emphasis on validation versus constraint checking (see chapter 7 of [72]
1 https://www.hl7.org/fhir/
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for more details). In this paper, we will focus on ShEx because it has a welldefined semantics for recursion [17] and its semantics are more inspired by
grammar-based formalisms like Relax NG.
ShEx syntax was inspired by Turtle, SPARQL and Relax NG with the aim
to offer a concise and easy to use syntax. In July 2017, version 2.0 was released
together with a draft community group report and the community group is
currently developing version 2.1.
ShEx uses shapes to group different validations associated with the same
node ‘type’. That is, a shape can define how a node and its triples should be
in order to be valid. Listing 3.1 illustrates an example of a ShEx document
defining a shape with a :PurchaseOrder type.
PREFIX : < http: // example . com / >
PREFIX schema: < http: // schema . org >
PREFIX
xs: < http: // www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # >
:Purc haseOrd er {
:orderId
/ Order \\ d {2}/ ;
s ch em a: c us to m er
@:User ;
s c h e m a : o r d e r Da t e xs:date ? ;
s c h e m a : o r d e r e d I t e m @:Item +
}
:Item {
schema:name xs:string ;
:quantity x s : p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r OR
xs:integer MININCLUSIVE 1
}
:User {
a [ schema:Person ] ;
:pur chaseOrd er @ :P ur ch a se Or de r *
}

Listing 3.1: ShEx shape example
Prefixes are defined at the beginning of the snippet and use the same syntax
as in Turtle. Triple constraints are defined inside the shape where a purchase
order must have an orderId value that matches the regular expression Order\d{2},
it must have a schema:customer value which must be a node that conforms to
shape :User, a schema:orderDate whose value must be of type xs:date and can have
one or more (represented by the plus sign) schema:orderedItem whose values must
conform to the :Item shape.
The :Item shape must have a schema:name value of type xs:string and a
:quantity value of type xs:positiveInteger, while the :User shape declares that
the values must have type schema:Person, and can contain zero or more values
of :purchaseOrder which must conform to the :PurchaseOrder shape.
## # Pass validation as : Purchas eOrder
:order1 :orderId
" Order23 " ;
s ch em a: c us to m er
:alice ;
schema:orderDate
" 2017 -03 -02 " ^^ xs:date ;
schema:orderedItem
:item1 .
:alice a
schema:Person ;
:pur chaseOrd er :order1 .
:item1 schema:name
" Lawn " ;
:quantity
2 .
## # Fails validation as :Purcha seOrder
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:order2 :orderId
s ch em a: c us to me r
s c h e m a : o r d e r D a te
schema:orderedItem
:bob a
:purc haseOrd er
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" MyOrder " ;
:bob ;
2017;
:item1 .
schema:Person ;
:unknown .

Listing 3.2: RDF validation example
In Listing 3.2 there is an example of two purchase orders defined in RDF.
The first one passes validation and conforms to the shapes declaration given
in Listing 3.1 whereas :order2 fails validation for several reasons: the value
of :orderId does not conform to the required regular expression, the value of
schema:customer does not conform to shape :User and the value of schema:orderDate
does not have datatype xs:date.
ShEx supports different serialization formats:
• ShExC: a concise human readable compact syntax which is the one presented in previous example.
• ShExJ: a JSON-LD syntax which is used as an abstract syntax in the
ShEx specification [104].
• ShExR: an RDF representation syntax based on ShExJ.
ShEx defines an extension mechanism through which users can embed portions of code written in a programming language or SPARQL. This feature is
known as Semantic Actions and are introduced between definition of triples
with the %interpreter{}% syntax where interpreter is the name of the interpreter to be used (e.g., JS, SPARQL, JAVA). See Listings 3.22 and 3.23 for
Semantic Actions examples.
In this paper, ShExC syntax was used because it is easy to read and understand. The goal of this introduction was to provide a basic understanding of
ShEx. For more examples and a longer comparison between ShEx and SHACL
readers can consult [72].

3.4

Mappings between XML Schema and ShEx

XML Schema defines a set of elements and datatypes for validation that need
to be converted to ShEx. In this section, we describe different XML Schema
elements and a possible conversion to ShEx. All examples use the default prefix
: for URIs. It is intended to be replaced by different prefixes depending on the
required namespaces. For XML Schema elements and datatypes xs prefix is
used in the examples.

Element
Elements are treated as a triple predicate and object, i.e., we convert them to
a triple constraint whose predicate is the name of the element:
## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " birthday " type = " xs:date " / >
## # ShEx
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:birthday xs:date ;

Listing 3.3: Element mapping
The name attribute is used as the fragment of the URI in the predicate and
the type is transcribed directly, as ShEx has built-in support for XML Schema
datatypes. If the ref attribute is present, the type must be defined somewhere
in the document to link the corresponding type or shape. When an xs:element
type is a xs:complexType, the type should be referenced to a new shape where
the xs:complexType is converted (see Section 3.4 where we explain how to convert
xs:complexType to a shape). See Listings 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 for a list of examples
on how to convert an element.
## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " purchaseOrder "
type = " P u r c h a s e O r d e r T y p e " / >
< xs:compl exType name = " P u r c h a s e O r d e r T y p e " >
...
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEX
:purc haseOrd er @ < PurchaseOrderType > ;

Listing 3.4: Element mapping with linked type
## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " item "
minOccurs = " 0 "
maxOccurs = " unbounded " >
< xs:complexType >
...
</ xs:complexType >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
:item @ < item > * ;

Listing 3.5: Element mapping with nested type
As presented in Listing 3.5, when an element has its complex type nested
the shape name will be the name of the element.
Cardinality
Cardinality in ShEx is defined with the following symbols: ‘*’ for 0 or more
repetitions, ‘+’ for 1 or more repetitions, ‘?’ for 0 or 1 repetitions (optional
element) or ‘{m, n}’ for m to n repetitions where m is minOccurs and n maxOccurs.
As in XML Schema, the default cardinality in ShEx is 1 for lower and upper
bounds. Therefore, transformation of minOccurs and maxOccurs in the previously
defined cardinality marks is done as showed in Listing 3.6.
## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " n a m e Z e r o U n b o u n d e d "
type = " xs:string "
minOccurs = " 0 "
maxOccurs = " unbounded " >
< xs:element name = " n a m e O n e U n b o u n d e d "
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type = " xs:string "
minOccurs = " 1 "
maxOccurs = " unbounded " >
< xs:element name = " nameOptional "
type = " xs:string "
minOccurs = " 0 "
maxOccurs = " 1 " >
< xs:element name = " nameFourToTen "
type = " xs:string "
minOccurs = " 4 "
maxOccurs = " 10 " >
## # ShEx
: n a m e Z e r o U n b o u n d e d xs:string * ;
: n a m e O n e U n b o u n d e d xs:string + ;
:nameOptional xs:string ? ;
:nam eFourToT en xs:string {4 , 10} ;

Listing 3.6: Cardinality mapping

Attribute
ShEx treats attributes like elements because it makes no difference between an
attribute and an element. This difference is part of XML data model whereas
the RDF data model does not have the concept of attributes. One possibility to
transform attributes is to use their name and type as performed with elements
(see Section 3.4). This allows better readability of the corresponding RDF
data, but limits roundtrip conversions between XML to RDF and back.

ComplexType
Complex types are translated directly to ShEx shapes. The name of the xs:complexType
will be the name of the shape to which elements can refer to (see Listing 3.7
for an example). Complex types consist of various statements, so we provide a
detailed transformation of each possibility in the following sections.
## # XML Schema
< xs:comp lexType name = " P u r c h a s e O r d e r T y p e " >
...
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEx
< PurchaseOrderType > {
...
}

Listing 3.7: Complex type mapping

Sequence
While sequences in XML Schema define sequential order of elements, representing the same modeling in ShEx is complex due to RDF graph structure.
There are several ways to represent order in RDF, the most obvious one is
using RDF lists (cf., other ways to represent it [38, 86]).
The example in Listing 3.8 shows how the mapping is done for a xs:sequence
using RDF lists:
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## # XML Schema
< xs:compl exType name = " Address " >
< xs:sequence >
< xs:element name = " street "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " city "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " state "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " zip "
type = " xs:decimal " / >
</ xs:sequence >
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEx
< address > {
rdf:first @ < street > ;
rdf:rest @ < i1 > ;
}
<i1 > {
rdf:first @ < city > ;
rdf:rest @ < i2 > ;
}
<i2 > {
rdf:first @ < state > ;
rdf:rest @ < i3 > ;
}
<i3 > {
rdf:first @ < zip > ;
rdf:rest [ rdf:nil ] ;
}
< street > {
:street xs:string ;
}
< city > {
:city xs:string ;
}
< state > {
:state xs:string ;
}
<zip > {
:zip xs:decimal ;
}

Listing 3.8: Sequence mapping

Choice
Choices in XML Schema are the disjunction operator to select between two
options, for instance: choice between two elements. This operator is supported
in ShEx using the oneOf operator (‘—’). The object and predicate of the
RDF statement must be one of the enclosed ones. Therefore, translation is
performed as shown in the snippet of Listing 3.9:
## # XML Schema
< xs:choice >
< xs:element name = " name "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " givenName "
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type = " xs:string "
maxOccurs = " unbounded " / >
< xs:element name = " familyName "
type = " xs:string " / >
</ xs:all >
</ xs:choice >
## # ShEx
( :name xs:string |
:givenName xs:string + ;
:familyName xs:string
) ;

Listing 3.9: Choice mapping

All
While sequences are an ordered set of elements, xs:all is instead a set of unordered elements. Indeed, xs:all has a better representation using ShEx elements and the transformation is simpler than the xs:sequence one as there is no
need to keep track of the order of elements. See Listing 3.10 for an example.
## # XML Schema
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " street "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " city "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " state "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " zip "
type = " xs:decimal " / >
</ xs:all >
## # ShEx
:street
:city
:state
:zip

xs:string
xs:string
xs:string
xs:decimal

;
;
;
;

Listing 3.10: All mapping

XSD Types
XSD Types can be used in ShEx as they are used on XML Schema, e.g.,
whenever a string type is required we can use xs:string. Therefore, translation
is done directly using the same types that are defined in the XML Schema
document.
Enumerations (using NMTokens)
Enumerations in XML Schema can be used to declare the possible values that
an element can have. In ShEx, this is supported using the symbols ‘[’ and ‘]’.
The enclosed values are the possible values that the RDF object can take. See
Listing 3.11 for an example.
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## # XML Schema
< xs:simpleType name = " Pu bl ic a ti on Ty p e " >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:NMTOKEN " >
< xs:enume ration value = " Book " / >
< xs:enume ration value = " Magazine " / >
< xs:enume ration value = " Journal " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
< xs:element name = " pubType "
ref = " P ub li ca t io nT yp e " / >
< xs:attribute name = " country "
type = " xs:NMTOKEN "
fixed = " US " / >
## # ShEx
:pubType [ " Book " " Magazine " " Journal " ] ;
:country [ " US " ] ;

Listing 3.11: Enumarations (using NMTokens) mapping

Pattern
is used in XML Schema to define the format and allowed contents
of a string value. xs:pattern in ShEx uses a syntax similar to the JavaScript
language except that backslash is required to be escaped, i.e., double backslash
has to be used to correctly escape. Therefore, the conversion is a transformation
between XML Schema and JavaScript Regular Expression syntaxes as shown
in Listing 3.12.
xs:pattern

## # XML Schema
< xs:simpleType name = " SKU " >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:pattern value = " \ d {3} -[ A - Z ]{2} " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
< xs:attribute name = " partNum "
type = " SKU "
use = " required " / >
## # ShEx
:partNum /\\ d {3} -[ A - Z ]{2}/ ;

Listing 3.12: Pattern mapping

SimpleType
Simple types in XML Schema are based on XSD Types (see Section 3.4) and
allow some enhancements like: restrictions, lists and unions. Depending on the
content, translation is performed following different strategies which we detail
bellow. For translation of restrictions, see Section 3.4.
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Figure 3.1: Example of a RDF list construction

List
Lists inside simple types define a way of creating collections of a base XSD type
in XML Schema. These lists are supported in RDF using RDF Collections2 .
As previously discussed, there can be several approaches to represent ordered
lists in RDF (see Section 3.4). A commonly accepted approach is the use of
RDF lists: the rdf:first edge points to the first element and the rdf:rest edge
to the rest of the list which recursively follows the same structure until the
rdf:nil element is declared to represent the end of the list. This way, it is
possible to create the desired list and preserve the order. Figure 3.1 shows how
an RDF list is constructed for a better understanding of this section. Hence,
translation into ShEx is made by using RDF lists and the use of recursion that
defines a type with a pointer to itself in the rdf:rest edge. See Listing 3.13 for
an example.
## # XML Schema
< xs:simpleType name = " IntegerList " >
< xs:list itemType = " xs:integer " / >
</ xs:simpleType >
## # ShEx
< IntegerList > {
rdf:first xs:integer ;
rdf:rest @ < IntegerList > OR [ rdf:nil ];
}

Listing 3.13: List mapping

Union
Unions are the mechanism that XML Schema offers to make new types that
are the combination of two simple types. With this kind of disjunction, a new
type which allows any value admitted by any of the members of the xs:union
is created. For the translation into ShEx we create a new type that is the
combination of the types involved in the xs:union as shown in Listing 3.14.
## # XML Schema
2 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-mt/\#rdf-collections
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< xs:attribute name = " fontsize " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:union memberTypes = " Fontbynumber
F o n t b y s t r i n g n a me "
/>
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:attribute >
< xs:simpleType name = " Fontbynumber " >
< xs:restr iction
base = " x s : p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r " >
< x s: ma xI n cl us i ve value = " 72 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
< xs:simpleType name = " F o n t b y s t r i n g n am e " >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:enum eration value = " small " / >
< xs:enum eration value = " medium " / >
< xs:enum eration value = " large " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
## # ShEx
:fontsize
@ < Fontbynumber > OR @ < Fontbystringname >
< Fontbynumber >
x s : p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r MAXINCLUSIVE 72
< Fontbystringname > [ " small "
" medium "
" large "
]

Listing 3.14: Union mapping

Complex Content and Simple Content
Complex contents and simple contents are a way to define a new type from
a base type using restrictions or extensions. The base type is the one that is
used as a base for the restriction (or extension) clause and the new type is the
one that is been restricted (or extended). Complex content allows to extend
or restrict a base xs:complexType with mixed content or elements only. Simple
content allows to extend or restrict a xs:complexType with character data or with
a xs:simpleType. For the translation into ShEx, the respective xs:restriction or
xs:extension have to be taken into account to define the new type.
Restriction
Restrictions are used in XML Schema to restrict possible values of a base type.
A new type can be defined using restrictions applied to a base type. Depending
on how the type and the restrictions are defined, the translation strategies vary.
• Simple Content: If xs:simpleContent is present, XSD Facets/Restrictions
must be used (see Section 3.4 for more information). When restricting
using a xs:simpleType, the transformation is done using the known base
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type (see Section 3.4) and putting some format restrictions to it. Translation into ShEx will be performed using the base type and translating
the XSD Facets as they are defined in every specific case (see Section
3.4).
• Complex Content: If xs:complexContent is present, the base xs:complexType
is restricted using xs:all, xs:group, xs:choice, xs:sequence, xs:attribute or
xs:attributeGroup. Complex content restriction will restrict allowed values
and elements types. This is a case of inheritance by restriction. For
translation into ShEx, the xs:restriction elements must be taken and
transformed directly into a new shape that defines the resulting child
shape3 .
Extension
With extensions in XML Schema, it is possible to define a new type as an
extension of a previously defined one. This is a case of classic inheritance,
where the child inherits its parent elements that are added to its own defined
elements. Depending on the content, i.e., xs:complexContent or xs:simpleContent,
different translation strategies can be used.
• Simple content: If xs:simpleContent is present, extension of the base type
is performed by adding more attributes or attribute groups to the new
type. Therefore, the translation into ShEx is made by the concatenation
of both the type and its xs:extension to create the new shape.
• Complex content: If xs:complexContent is present, extension of base type
is performed by adding more attributes and elements to a new base
one. Therefore, translation is done by combining the base type and its
xs:extension to create a new shape.
Restrictions and extensions in ShEx are not supported directly in the current version (i.e., ShEx has no support for extensions, restriction or inheritance)
with the same semantics as XML Schema. Therefore, we use the normal syntax provided by ShEx and create the two resulting shapes—by solving the
xs:restriction or xs:extension before the translation to ShEx—from the respective xs:restriction or xs:extension as can be seen in Listing 3.15. However, this
translation suffers from a loss of semantics—which is in line with RQ3—which
makes impossible a backwards conversion.
## # XML Schema
< xs:simpleType name = " m o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e " >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:enume ration value = " small " / >
< xs:enume ration value = " medium " / >
< xs:enume ration value = " large " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
< xs:comp lexType name = " F a m i l y M o u n t a i n B i k e s " >
< xs:simpleContent >
< xs:extension base = " m o u n t a in B i k e S i z e " >
3 Future versions of ShEx are planning to include inheritance. See: https://github.com/
shexSpec/shex/issues/50
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< xs:attribute name = " familyMember " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:rest riction base = " xs:string " >
< x s:enume ration value = " child " / >
< x s:enume ration value = " male " / >
< x s:enume ration value = " female " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:attribute >
</ xs:extension >
</ xs:simpleContent >
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEx
< MountainBikeSize > [ " small " " medium " " large " ]
< FamilyMountainBikes > {
: m o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e @ < MountainBikeSize > ;
:familyMember [ " child " " male " " female " ];
}

Listing 3.15: Restrictions and extensions mapping, where extensions and restrictions are directly transformed into the equivalent shape

XSD Types Restrictions/Facets
Enumeration
restriction uses a base type to restrict the possible values of a
type. It is declared using a set of possible values. In ShEx, this is defined using
the ‘[’ and ‘]’ operators. The values that are allowed are enclosed inside the
square brackets. This is the same mechanism how the example in Section 3.4
works. However, Listing 3.16 shows a more complex example using extensions
and restrictions.
xs:enumeration

## # XML Schema
< xs:simpleType name = " M o u n t a i n b i k e s iz e " >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:enume ration value = " small " / >
< xs:enume ration value = " medium " / >
< xs:enume ration value = " large " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
< xs:compl exType
name = " F a m i l y M o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e s " >
< xs:simpleContent >
< xs:extension base = " m o u n t a i n bi k e s i z e " >
< xs:attribute name = " familyMember "
type = " xs:string " / >
</ xs:extension >
</ xs:simpleContent >
</ xs:complexType >
< xs:compl exType
name = " C h i l d M o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e s " >
< xs:simpleContent >
< xs:restr iction
base = " F a m i l y M o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e s " >
< xs:enum eration value = " small " / >
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< xs:enume ration value = " medium " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleContent >
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEx
< MountainBikeSize > [ " small " " medium " " large " ]
< FamilyMountainBikes > {
: m o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e @ < MountainBikeSize > ;
:familyMember [ " child " " male " " female " ];
}
< ChildMountainBikeSizes >
@ < FamilyMountainBikes > AND {
: m o u n t a i n B i k e S i z e [ " small " " medium " ]
}

Listing 3.16: Enumeration mapping

Fraction digits
are used in XML Schema when a decimal type is defined (e.g.,
and the number of decimal digits is desired to be restricted in the
representation. ShEx supports this feature in a similar way as XML Schema.
Hence, FRACTIONDIGITS keyword is used followed by the integer number of fraction
digits that should be allowed. See Listing 3.17 for an example.

xs:fractionDigits
xs:decimal)

## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " itemValue " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:decimal " >
< x s : f r a c t i o n D i g i t s value = " 2 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
:itemValue xs:decimal FRACT IONDIGIT S 2 ;

Listing 3.17: Fraction digits mapping

Total digits
This feature allows to restrict the total number of digits permitted in a numeric
type. In ShEx, this is possible using TOTALDIGITS keyword as shown in Listing
3.18.
## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " age " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:integer " >
< xs:total Digits value = " 3 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
:age xs:integer
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TOTALDIGITS 3 ;

Listing 3.18: Total digits mapping

Length
is used to restrict the number of characters allowed in a string type.
In ShEx, this is supported with the LENGTH keyword followed by the integer
number that defines the desired length as shown in Listing 3.19.
xs:length

## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " group " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:length value = " 1 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
:group xs:string LENGTH 1 ;

Listing 3.19: Length mapping

Max Length and Min Length
and xs:minLength are used to restrict the number of characters allowed in a text type. But instead of restricting to a fixed number of characters,
with these features restriction to a length interval is possible. In ShEx, the
definitions of minimum and maximum length are made by using the MINLENGTH
and MAXLENGTH keywords as shown in Listing 3.20.
xs:maxLength

## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " comments " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:minLength value = " 1 " / >
< xs:maxLength value = " 1000 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
:comment xs:string
MINLENGTH 1
MAXLENGTH 1000;

Listing 3.20: Max length and min length mapping

Max-min exclusive and max-min inclusive
These features allow restricting number types to an interval of desired values.
This is the same notion as in open and closed intervals. In ShEx, these features
are supported directly. Therefore, transformation is done as shown in Listing
3.21.
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## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " cores " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:integer " >
< x s: mi nE x cl us iv e value = " 0 " / >
< x s: ma xE x cl us iv e value = " 9 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
< xs:element name = " c o r e s O p e n I n t e r v a l " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:integer " >
< x s: mi nI n cl us iv e value = " 1 " / >
< x s: ma xI n cl us iv e value = " 8 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
:cores xs:integer
MINEXCLUSIVE 0
MAXEXCLUSIVE 9 ;
: c o r e s O p e n I n t e r v a l xs:integer
MININCLUSIVE 1
MAXINCLUSIVE 8 ;

Listing 3.21: Max exclusive, min exclusive, min inclusive and max inclusive
mapping

Whitespace
xs:whiteSpace allows to specify how white spaces in strings are handled. In XML
Schema, there are three options:

• Preserve: This option will not remove any white space character from
the given string.
• Replace: This option will replace all white space characters (line feeds,
tabs, spaces and carriage returns) with spaces.
• Collapse: This option will remove all white spaces characters:
– Line feeds, tabs, spaces and carriage returns are replaced with spaces.
– Leading and trailing spaces are removed.
– Multiple spaces are reduced to a single space.
In ShEx, xs:whiteSpace options are not supported. Their behaviour could be
simulated using semantic actions (see Listing 3.22).
## # XML Schema
< xs:comp lexType name = " whiteSpaces " >
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " preserve " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:whiteSpace
value = " preserve " / >
</ xs:restriction >
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</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
< xs:element name = " replace " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:rest riction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:whiteSpace
value = " replace " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
< xs:element name = " collapse " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:whiteSpace
value = " collapse " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
</ xs:all >
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEx
< whiteSpaces > {
:preserve xs:string ;
:replace xs:string
% js {
_ . o . lex = _ . o . lex
. replace ( " /\ r |\ n |\ r \ n |\ s / g " , " " );
return true ;
}
% ;
:collapse xs:string
% js {
var replacedText = _ . o . lex
. replace ( " /\ r |\ n |\ r \ n |\ s / g " , " " );
_ . o . lex = replacedText . trim ();
return true ;
}
%
}

Listing 3.22: WhiteSpace mapping

Unique
is used in XML Schema to define that an element of some type is
unique, i.e., there cannot be the same values among elements defined in the
rule. This is useful for cases like IDs, where a unique ID is the way to identify
an element. Currently, ShEx does not support Unique function but it is expected
to be supported in future versions4 . As a temporal solution, semantic actions
could be used to implement this kind of constraint (see Listing 3.23).
xs:unique

## # XML Schema
< xs:element name = " Person "
maxOccurs = " unbounded " >
< xs:complexType >
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " name "
4 https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/wiki/ShEx/Unique_UNIQUE
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type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " surname "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " id "
type = " xs:integer " / >
</ xs:all >
</ xs:complexType >
< xs:unique name = " on ePersonP erID " >
< xs:selector xpath = " . " / >
< xs:field xpath = " id " / >
</ xs:unique >
</ xs:element >
## # ShEx
% js {
var ids = [];
return true ;
}
%
< Person > {
:name xs:string ;
:surname xs:string ;
:id xs:integer
% js { if ( ids . indexOf ( _ . o . lex ) >= 0)
return false ;
ids . push ( _ . o . lex );
return true ;
}%
}

Listing 3.23: Unique mapping

3.5

XMLSchema2ShEx prototype

In addition to the proposed mappings from XML Schema to Shape Expressions,
and in order to answer RQ2, a prototype has been developed. This prototype
uses a subset of the presented mappings and converts a given XML Schema
input to a ShEx output.
The prototype has been developed in Scala and is available online5 . It is
a work-in-progress implementation, so not all the mappings are supported yet
(see Table 3.1 for a list of supported features).
The tool is built on top of Scala parser combinators [94]. Once the XML
Schema input is analysed and verified, it is converted to ShEx based on different
elements and types declared on it. These conversions are made recursively and
printed to the output in ShEx Compact Format (ShExC).
The input XML Schema document example presented in Listing 3.24 is used
to ensure that the prototype can work and do the transformation as expected.
This example includes complex types, attributes, elements, simple types and
patterns among others. Complex types are converted to shapes, elements and
attributes to triple predicates and objects, restrictions (max/minExclusive and
max/minInclusive) to numeric intervals, cardinality attributes to ShEx cardinality and so on. Although it is a small example, it has the structure of typical
XML Schemas used nowadays and the prototype can convert it properly as it
is stated in Listing 3.24.
5 https://github.com/herminiogg/XMLSchema2ShEx
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Table 3.1:
Supported and pending of implementation features in
XMLSchema2ShEx prototype. * Not natively supported in ShEx 2.0.

Supported features

Pending implementation

Complex type, Simple type,
All, Attributes, Restriction,
Element, Max exclusive,
Min exclusive, Max inclusive,
Min inclusive, Enumeration,
Pattern, Cardinality
Choice, List,
Union, Extension,
Fraction Digits, Length,
Max Length, Min Length,
Total digits, Whitespace*, Unique*

## # XML Schema
< xs:schema
xmlns:xs = " http: // www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema "
t ar ge tN a me sp a ce = " http: // tempuri . org / po . xsd "
xmlns = " http: // tempuri . org / po . xsd "
e l e m e n t F o r m D e f a u l t = " qualified " >
< xs:element name = " purchaseOrder "
type = " P u r c h a s e O r d e r T y p e " / >
< xs:element name = " comment "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:compl exType name = " P u r c h a s e O r d e r T y p e " >
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " shipTo "
type = " USAddress " / >
< xs:element name = " billTo "
type = " USAddress " / >
< xs:element ref = " comment "
minOccurs = " 0 " / >
< xs:element name = " items "
type = " Items " / >
</ xs:all >
< xs:attribute name = " orderDate "
type = " xs:date " / >
</ xs:complexType >
< xs:compl exType name = " USAddress " >
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " name "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " street "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " city "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " state "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element name = " zip "
type = " xs:integer " / >
</ xs:all >
< xs:attribute name = " country "
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type = " xs:NMTOKEN "
fixed = " US " / >
</ xs:complexType >
< x s:compl exType name = " Items " >
< xs:all >
< xs:element name = " item "
minOccurs = " 0 "
maxOccurs = " unbounded " >
< xs:complexType >
< xs:all >
< xs:element
name = " productName "
type = " xs:string " / >
< xs:element
name = " quantity " >
< xs:simpleType >
< xs:restr iction
base = " x s : p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r " >
< x s: ma xE x cl us iv e
value = " 100 " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:element >
< xs:element name = " USPrice "
type = " xs:decimal " / >
< xs:element ref = " comment "
minOccurs = " 0 " / >
< xs:element name = " shipDate "
type = " xs:date " minOccurs = " 0 " / >
</ xs:all >
< xs:attribute name = " partNum " type = " SKU "
use = " required " / >
</ xs:complexType >
</ xs:element >
</ xs:all >
</ xs:complexType >
< xs:simpleType name = " SKU " >
< xs:restr iction base = " xs:string " >
< xs:pattern value = " \ d {3} -[ A - Z ]{2} " / >
</ xs:restriction >
</ xs:simpleType >
</ xs:schema >
## # ShEx
PREFIX : < http: // www . example . com / >
PREFIX
xs: < http: // www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # >
< Items > {
:item
}
< item > {
:productName
:quantity
:USPrice
:comment
:shipDate
:partNum
}

@ < item > *

;

xs:string ;
xs:positiveInteger
MAXEXCLUSIVE 100 ;
xs:decimal ;
xs:string ? ;
xs:date ? ;
/\\ d {3} -[ A - Z ]{2}/ ;
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< PurchaseOrderType > {
:shipTo
@ < USAddress > ;
:billTo
@ < USAddress > ;
:comment
xs:string ? ;
:items
@ < Items > ;
:orderDate xs:date ;
}
< USAddress > {
:name
xs:string ;
:street
xs:string ;
:city
xs:string ;
:state
xs:string ;
:zip
xs:integer ;
:country
[ " US " ] ;
}

Listing 3.24: XML Schema to ShEx example

Validation example
## # XML
<? xml version = " 1.0 " ? >
< purchaseOrder
xmlns = " http: // tempuri . org / po . xsd "
orderDate = " 1999 -10 -20 " >
< shipTo country = " US " >
< name > Alice Smith </ name >
< street >123 Maple Street </ street >
< city > Mill Valley </ city >
< state > CA </ state >
<zip >90952 </ zip >
</ shipTo >
< billTo country = " US " >
< name > Robert Smith </ name >
< street >8 Oak Avenue </ street >
< city > Old Town </ city >
< state > PA </ state >
<zip >95819 </ zip >
</ billTo >
< comment >
Hurry , my lawn is going wild !
</ comment >
< items >
< item partNum = " 872 - AA " >
< productName >
Lawnmower
</ productName >
< quantity >1 </ quantity >
< USPrice >148.95 </ USPrice >
< comment >
Confirm this is electric
</ comment >
</ item >
< item partNum = " 926 - AA " >
< productName >
Baby Monitor
</ productName >
< quantity >1 </ quantity >
< USPrice >39.98 </ USPrice >
< shipDate >1999 -05 -21 </ shipDate >
</ item >
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</ items >
</ purchaseOrder >
## # RDF
:order1
:shipTo [
:name " Alice Smith " ;
:street " 123 Maple Street " ;
:city " Mall Valley " ;
:state " CA " ;
:zip 90952 ;
:country " US "
] ;
:billTo [
:name " Robert Smith " ;
:street " 8 Oak Avenue " ;
:city " Old Town " ;
:state " PA " ;
:zip 95819 ;
:country " US "
] ;
:comment " Hurry , my lawn is going wild ! " ;
:items [
:item [
:productName " Lawnmower " ;
:quantity " 1 " ^^ x s : p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r ;
:USPrice 148.95 ;
:comment " Confirm this is electric " ;
:partNum " 872 - AA "
] ;
:item [
:productName " Baby Monitor " ;
:quantity " 1 " ^^ x s : p o s i t i v e I n t e g e r ;
:USPrice 39.98 ;
:shipDate " 1999 -05 -21 " ^^ xs:date ;
:partNum " 926 - AA "
] ;
];
:orderDate " 1999 -10 -20 " ^^ xs:date .

Listing 3.25: XML to RDF example
Once conversion from XML Schema to ShEx is done, it must be verified
that the same validation that was performed on XML data using XML Schema,
but now on RDF data using ShEx, is working equivalently. The translation
of a valid XML to RDF is executed which is presented in Listing 3.25. The
conversion presented in the snippet uses blank nodes to represent the nested
types. This is done to avoid creating a fictitious node every time a triple is
pointing to another triple (in other words, every time it has a nested type).
The conversion was performed following similar equivalences to those proposed
in the mappings. That is, complex types to triple subjects or predicates, simple
types to triple objects, cardinality translated directly and so on.
For RDF validation using ShEx there are various implementations in different programming languages that are being developed6 . One of these implementations is made in Scala by one of the authors of this paper and it is
available online7 .
6A
7

list of ShEx implementations is available at: https://shex.io
http://shaclex.herokuapp.com
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Using the examples given above the validation can be performed with the
mentioned tool which allows the RDF and the ShEx inputs in various formats
and then the option to validate the RDF against ShEx or SHACL schema. As
seen in Figure 3.2, validation is performed trying to match the shapes with the
existing graphs, whenever the tool matches a pattern it shows the evidence in
green and a short explanation of why this graph has matched.

3.6

Non-Deterministic schemata

There is an issue that arises in XML Schema documents that should be solved
when proposing a transformation from XML Schema. This is the topic of NonDeterministic schemata where the parser is unable to determine the sequence
to validate due to the Unique Particle Attribution. This issue appears, for
example, in a choice between two sequences that begin with the same element.
This event can be formulated with the regular expression: (ab | ac) and in
XML Schema as shown in Listing 3.26.
## # XML Schema
< xs:compl exType name = " n o n d e t e r m i n i s t i c " >
< xs:choice >
< xs:sequence >
< xs:element name = " a " / >
< xs:element name = " b " / >
</ xs:sequence >
< xs:sequence >
< xs:element name = " a " / >
< xs:element name = " c " / >
</ xs:sequence >
</ xs:choice >
</ xs:complexType >
## # ShEx
< nondeterministic > {
a @ < ab > OR @ < ac > ;
}
<ab > {
rdf:first @ <a > ;
rdf:rest @ < ab1 > ;
}
<ac > {
rdf:first @ <a > ;
rdf:rest @ < ac1 > ;
}
<ab1 > {
rdf:first @ <b > ;
rdf:rest [ rdf:nil ]
}
<ac1 > {
rdf:first @ <c > ;
rdf:rest [ rdf:nil ]
}
<a > {
:namea xs:string ;
}

;

;
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Figure 3.2: Validation result using Shaclex validator. The RDF data is entered
in the left text area whereas the ShEx schema is entered on the right text area.
At the bottom, a ShapeMap is declared to make the validator know where and
how to begin the validation, in this case we commanded to validate :order1
node with <PurchaseOrderType> shape. At the top of the page, the result
is shown detailing how each node was validated and what are the pieces of
evidence or failures for the validation. A link to the validation example can be
found in Supplementary Material.
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Figure 3.3: Validation result using Shaclex validator of a ShEx schema converted from a non-deterministic XML Schema document. In the Shape map
input area text we have indicated to Shaclex validator to check if :nondeterministic1 and :nondeterministic2 hold the form of shape <nondeterministic>.
At the top of the page the satisfactory result is shown in green.
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<b > {
:nameb xs:string ;
}
<c > {
:namec xs:string ;
}

Listing 3.26: Non-Deterministic schema and its ShEx counterpart
These sequences are translated as shown in Section 3.4 and the final result
can be seen in Listing 3.26. The question is that if this non-determinism is also
transferred to the converted schemata. In order to check the actual behaviour
we have run this example on Shaclex validator which shows that the validation
is performed correctly (see Figure 3.3).
This behaviour is motivated by two things: firstly, the structure of RDF
lists is different from XML Schema sequences which makes the validation to
be performed in a different form; consequently, the validation in ShEx is performed recursively trying to match shape by shape. Therefore, if an element
match with a shape this will scale up into the recursion tree without creating
ambiguity problems.

3.7

Conclusions and Future work

In this work, a possible set of mappings between XML Schema and ShEx has
been presented. With this set of mappings, automation of XML Schema conversions to ShEx is a new possibility for schema translation which is demonstrated
by the prototype that has been developed and presented in this paper. Using
an existing validator helped to demonstrate that an XML and its corresponding
XML Schema are still valid when they are converted to RDF and ShEx.
One future line of work that should be tackled is the loss of semantics:
with this kind of transformations some of the elements could not be converted
back to their original XML Schema constructs. Nevertheless, it is a difficult
problem due to the difference between ShEx and XML data models and it
would involve some sort of modifications and additions to the ShEx semantics
(like the previously mentioned inheritance).
To cover more business cases and make this solution more compatible with
existing systems, there is the need to create mappings for Schematron and Relax NG as a future work. Relax NG is grammar-based but Schematron is rule
based, which will make conversion from Relax NG to ShEx more straightforward than from Schematron to ShEx, as ShEx is also grammar-based. Another
line of future work is to adapt the presented mappings to SHACL: most of the
mappings follow a similar structure. Moreover, the rule-based Schematron
conversion seems more feasible using the advanced SHACL-SPARQL features
which allow to expand the core SHACL language by using SPARQL queries to
validate complex constraints.
With the present work, validation of existing transformations between XML
and RDF is now possible and convenient. This kind of validations makes the
transformed data more reliable and trustworthy and it also facilitates migrations from non-semantic data formats to semantic data formats.
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Conversions from other formats (such as JSON Schema, DDL, CSV Schema,
etc.) will also be investigated to permit an improvement of data interoperability
by reducing the technological gap.
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Abstract
We describe a new educational tool that rely on Semantic Web technologies to enhance lessons content. We conducted an experiment with
32 students whose results demonstrate better performance when exposed
to our tool in comparison with a plain native tool. Consequently, this
prototype opens new possibilities in lessons content enhancement.

4.1

Introduction

E-Learning has supposed a huge advance in learning environments allowing
educational community to rely on new technologies to give an improved experience and empower their students with better materials [99]. In this new
era of learning, new learning environments have arisen such as Learning Management Systems (LMS) which enable users to share contents, create courses,
collaborate with each other through forums or wikis, create and fulfil assignments, give and receive feedback and some others. They have been integrated
in many universities as part of courses and degrees and many students and
teachers are, nowadays, familiar with them. Nevertheless, with these novel
tools new challenges arise. Among the diverse changes that may be covered in
this area, we will focus on Semantic Web and content enhancement. Teachers
contents on e-Learning platforms are contributing to enhance the knowledge of
the attendants. But related with this main content there is more information
that can be emerged using the appropriate tools. For example, if some content
is mentioning Obama, a student may be wondering who Obama is or confused
if Obama is mentioned in various ways (e.g. Barack, Obama, Barack Obama,
B. Obama or even Barack Hussein Obama II). This problem is derived from
the lack of semantics in the uploaded content. Our proposal is to take advantage of Semantic Web in order to: provide more information about outstanding
entities, reconcile entities and enrich pages with RDFa1 (Resource Description
Framework in Attributes) and microformats. The main contribution of this
work is a new technology that uses a set of Semantic Web techniques to complement and expand the learning courses content. This technology allows to
enhance learning content hosted at LMS, favouring the increment of courses
didactic effectiveness [100] as this work states.

4.2

Related work

The most similar architecture to that shown in our work is presented by [54],
where authors show an architecture to enhance government data and then
publish these enhanced data as Linked Data. An enhancement centred on museums was reported by [25], where authors use Semantic Web to link and add
contents to museum objects. In [33], the authors propose an enhancement of
user-generated content using geospatial Linked Open Data to improve tagging
of Social Media platforms, like Facebook. The use of ontologies to recommend new personalised contents to the students depending on their fails and
progress, is described in [55]. Enhancement for media management systems
including videos, images and articles is described in [71] where they used a Red
1 https://rdfa.info/
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Figure 4.1: Example of Miguel de Cervantes’ card

Bull Content Pool for the demonstration. Using Semantic Web for interactive
Relationship discovery is addressed in [78] where authors highlight its use in
technology enhanced learning. In [81], the authors use Web Semantic mining
techniques to provide different personalised e-Learning experiences. A use of
Web Semantic to discover and share content in OpenCourseWare environments
is described in [96]. Ontologies as a way for describing content, for defining
learning material and for structuring learning material is presented in [120].
Annotating videos with Linked Open Data (LOD) vocabularies and therefore
improve search of educational videos is described in [132].
Content enhancement has also been performed using adaptative techniques
from the Adaptive Hypermedia proposed in [21] with different approaches like
the creation of adaptative languages [30] [93] [29] or using learning objects [32]
[58].

4.3

Proposed prototype

We have developed a prototype called LODLearning to enhance lessons contents within LMS tools. Enhancements in this context refers to the addition
and linking of related latent content into lessons material. That enhancement offers the opportunity to learn new knowledge without leaving the platform, providing the students with a new way of searching for related content.
LODLearning performs a NLP (Natural Language Processing) entity recognition algorithm that extracts the most relevant known entities from the given
text. It also searches through the Semantic Web for new content to add to
these entities. Therefore, the principal idea behind LODLearning is to take
advantage of the Semantic Web to complement and expand the learning content within courses.

Prototype use case
LODLearning takes the lessons content from the LMS tool and analyses it in
order to retrieve meaningful entities that are shown to the user, enriching the
present content with expanded information. For the hypothesis demonstration we have integrated the LODLearning prototype with Sakai LMS, which
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Figure 4.2: Component diagram of LODLearning prototype.

Figure 4.3: Sakai Lessons tool with the three topics covered in the evaluation
included.

supports all the learning management needed in a typical course environment
providing different ways to integrate with and expand its functionality. In particular, it supports the IMS Learning Tools Interoperability protocol [114]).
From a teacher point of view only a few steps are required for the enhancement
of the content. The first time the teacher enters into the tool, lessons content
will be displayed without any enhancement. If the teacher goes to the import
section, an entity recognition algorithm will be executed, providing then the
teacher with a list of checkable entities (i.e., if Cervantes is mentioned it will
be displayed in the list). These entities are accompanied with a confidence
percentage indicating the probability that they would indeed be present in the
lessons content.
Once relevant entities have been selected by the teacher, they will be added
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Figure 4.4: LODLearning tool with content enhancements. The arrows show
the action performed when a link is pressed, revealing its corresponding enhanced content.
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to the system that will finally show the lessons content with the enhancement
added. This makes the enhancement system dynamic because it can be adapted
depending on the content and the teacher requirements.
The system adds new enhanced content to lessons by using cards which
show different information depending on the entity type previously selected by
the teacher. New content to lessons can be added by using individual cards
for every recognised entity. Cards can be designed with different information
depending on entity type, for example, a photograph, a description, the birth
date, the birth place, the death date, the death place and the wikipedia link
for person entities. An example is shown in Figure 4.1.
For embedding these cards into the original content we opted for a modal
based approach, showing a link when an entity is mentioned. When the link is
pressed the corresponding item is displayed showing more information about
the entity. With this approach new knowledge can be offered to the user
without the need to leave the tool and the main content (see Figure 4.4).

Technological stack
The following technologies are being used:
• Sakai2 : This is the LMS tool that is responsible for all the learning infrastructure. It offers authentication, course management, content management and an interface to expand its functionality.
• Apache Stanbol3 : This component runs NLP and returns a list of URIs
with some relevant attributes. Stanbol is used as an entity recogniser and
entity disambiguator.
• Apache Marmotta4 : This is an RDF (Resource Description Framework)
triple store which offers a SPARQL5 (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language) endpoint and a set of web services for updating RDF content which is used to persist the enhanced content. Marmotta adapts a
MySQL database to persist triples on it.
• DBpedia6 : This project collects data from Wikipedia and transforms it
into RDF. DBpedia is part of the LOD Cloud7 .
Figure 4.2 provides a diagram on how these technologies interact in our prototype. For the connection between Sakai and the prototype we used the LTI
protocol [114], from the IMS Global Learning Consortium, in its 1.1 version.
This protocol is a standard that defines how educational applications should
communicate with LMSs. Between Apache Marmotta and LODLearning we
used a REST API as well as between Apache Stanbol and LODLearning. DBpedia exposes a SPARQL endpoint which is queried with Apache Jena8 . And
finally, Apache Marmotta communicates with MySQL through JDBC.
2 https://sakaiproject.org/
3 https://stanbol.apache.org/
4 http://marmotta.apache.org/
5 https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
6 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
7 http://lod-cloud.net/
8 https://jena.apache.org
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The application flow is the following: once the application is invoked from
Sakai, it queries the Sakai lessons API and adapts the available menus depending on the user role (i.e., admin, instructor or student). If a teacher performs an
entity content importation, LODLearning sends the lesson content to Apache
Stanbol which executes an entity recognition algorithm. Once Stanbol finishes, it returns an RDF graph with the entities URI, the confidence and some
extra attributes. LODLearning persists this RDF and some extra attributes
(queries from the DBpedia) to Apache Marmotta. Finally, once the importation is persited, whenever a user enters to content section, LODLearning will
run SPARQL queries for the different persisted entities. LODLearning will also
change entities appearances for links that will reveal their cards.

4.4

Prototype evaluation

This evaluation is focused on the didactic effectiveness measurement of the
enhanced content performed using Semantic Web technologies. In our study,
didactic effectiveness is associated with the change in students’ performance
while they were using the tool [79].
For the evaluation we composed a lesson into the Sakai learning system
which was formed by three different topics (Spanish General Elections of 2011,
Miguel de Cervantes and Federico Garcı́a Lorca). The Native Sakai tool with
these topics can be seen in Figure 4.3. In contrast, LODLearning downloads
these lessons and enhances them with related content about the current lesson
which is shown in form of cards. These cards will later appear whenever a
student performs a click in the corresponding link (see Figure 4.4).
Therefore, the main difference between Sakai native tool and LODLearning
lies in that more optional content that can be consulted by the students and
in the experience that the students get from both tools.
The sample comprised 32 students pursuing the mandatory education stage
in a State High School from the North of Spain and consisted of 18 women and
14 men aged from 13 to 14 years. The sample was divided into two groups
in a random manner, namely control and experimental groups to perform an
inter-subject study.
Control group evaluation was carried out by means of two different tasks
for an intra-subject study. The first one (pretest) consisted in a questionnaire
about three different topics covered in the Sakai course lesson. This first questionnaire was completed without any tool exposition in order to assess the
knowledge of the sample. Then, the control group was exposed to the Sakai
lessons native tool where the students read and memorised the exposed contents to perform a second questionnaire (posttest) about these topics. The
experimental group evaluation was performed with the same method. However, it was exposed to our own designed prototype. Finally, the sample was
asked to complete a satisfaction questionnaire to know their impressions about
the tools they were exposed. This procedure can be seen in Figure 4.5. Time
intervals, for both groups, for the completion of every requested task were as
follows: 10 minutes for the first and second questionnaires, 5 minutes for satisfaction questionnaire and 15 minutes for reading and memorising the exposed
tool contents.
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Figure 4.5: Evaluation process performed by the students in the evaluation of
both tools.
Table 4.1: Marks obtained by the students. Sample size(n), mean(x̄), standard
deviation(s), max and min for every group. ‘Before’ refers to results before
exposition to the tool and ‘After’ to results after exposition to the tool.
Control
Before

n
x̄
s
max
min

16
14.77273
9.889193
36.360
0

Experimental
Before

16
19.88636
14.16889
54.550
0

Control
After

16
32.89474
13.79175
57.89
10.53

Experimental
After

16
42.10526
10.52632
57.89
21.05

The two evaluation questionnaires contained 11 and 19 questions respectively, all of them assigned with the value 1 for the right answer and 0 for no
response or a wrong answer. Both of them displayed queries about present
content in the lessons Sakai tool, either in the native version or in the content
enhanced one using the LODLearning prototype. Questions were single choice
or free text where some of the questions asked about multimedia content like
maps and images. The first questionnaire consisted of 6 standard questions
and 5 questions about the enhanced content. The second one included the
first questionnaire plus 6 questions about the enhanced content and 2 standard questions. Satisfaction questionnaires —based on a Likert scale— were
composed by 6 questions about the two different tools. For both groups the
questionnaires were composed of the same questions. This satisfaction questionnaire was completed by 30 students out of the 32 ones. These 2 students
preferred not to complete the satisfaction questionnaire. Questionnaires were
designed and completed using the Google Docs platform and then downloaded
as a CSV file for transformation and calculation of final marks with our own
Python script. The technological stack described in the previous section was
hosted in an Ubuntu 14.04 LTS server where students had access to it through
internet by using Chrome or Firefox in their latest versions.
Results were collected adding 1 point for every correct student answer and
then their marks were normalised in a 100 base following the English grading
system. Results are shown in Table 4.1.

4.5

Results

Statistical analysis was performed using R, version 3.2.4 [107]. A Student’s
t-test was carried out between control and experimental groups (inter-subject
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Figure 4.6: Representation of the experiment results for control and experimental groups after and before exposition to the tools. b & c very significant
differences (p < .001). a significant differences (p < .05) by means of Student’s
t-test.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of correct answers by each question for control and experimental groups after exposition to the tool. Each bar represents the number
of students that gave a correct answer for the respective question. * Significant
evidence for Experimental > Control (p < .05) by means of Fisher’s exact test.
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Do you think the tool is easy to use?
Experimental

0%
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Control
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Experimental
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Have you felt comfortable using the tool?

How do you rate your experience with the tool?

What degree of familiarisation with virtual learning platforms do you have?

Would you recommend its inclusion in some subject?
8%
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Figure 4.8: Control and experimental groups satisfaction punctuations about
the two different tools in a Likert scale based questionnaire. Punctuation of 1
refers to Strongly disagree/Very poor and 5 to Strongly agree/Very good
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Figure 4.9: Bar chart which represents the number of students that suggested
the inclusion of their tested tool in different subjects they were coursing.
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study) before and after being exposed to the lessons based on Sakai native tool
or to the LODLearning prototype, respectively; as well as between after and
before within the same group (intra-subject study). Before exposition to the
tool differences between control and experimental groups were not significant
(p = .24). However, with the conventional level of significance (α = .05), after
exposition to the tool differences between control and experimental groups
were significant (p = .04). Differences between the same group before and
after exposition to the tool were very significant (p = .00018) and (p = .00002)
for control group and experimental group respectively (see Figure 4.6). As part
of the didactic effectiveness study for LODLearning, Cohen’s d index [26] was
also calculated to know the effect size between control and experimental groups
after exposition to the tool (d = .75). A study for correct answers ratio for
each question (after exposition to the tool) was performed by means of Fisher’s
exact test. Results, shown in Figure 4.7, exhibit that experimental group was
significantly greater than control group for questions 9 (p = .04484) and 19
(p = .004069). Results of satisfaction test are shown in Figure 4.8 as well as
students subject suggestions for tools inclusion, Figure 4.9.

4.6

Discussion and interpretation of results

Pretest study indicates that students in two groups had similar performance
before exposition to the tools indicating similar levels of knowledge in both
groups (p = .24). Nevertheless, posttest results report significative differences
in control and experimental groups after exposition to the tools, pointing to
changes in students’ performance when using our prototype in comparison to
the native Sakai tool. Moreover, the effect size (Cohen’s d) shows that our
results are not only significant, but are relevant and close to a big effect size.
This measure proves that our prototype could be worthy to be used by its
positive impact on students’ performance. Another facet that deserves to be
highlighted is the novelty aspect which can be a motivating factor and would
stimulate students’ interest. Scientific literature reports it in areas such as
mathematics [67] and sciences [80]. However, this novelty aspect is present in
both tools as students reflected in the degree of familiarisation question (see
Figure 4.8).
When questions are considered separately some interesting data arise. Questions 19 and 9 suggest significant differences between control and experimental
groups. Both of them were part of the enhanced data included into the prototype. Questions 19, 18, 17 and 16 registered the biggest differences; these
questions, about multimedia items (i.e., maps and photographs), show that
students tend to perform better with multimedia learning content. The other
question with a significant difference between groups, question 9, suggests that
when the prototype uses a short description text (e.g., question 9 and 8) students tend to remember this text more than when using a long text (e.g.,
question 2). Other questions about enhanced content (i.e., questions 12, 3, 2,
1) registered some better performance in the experimental group without as big
differences as the previous ones which are caused also by long description text.
However, questions 14, 13, 11, 6 and 5, about standard content, registered a
better performance in the control group which might be influenced by the bigger amount of contents that should be memorised by the experimental group.
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These results report that to obtain better content didactic effectiveness short
text and multimedia content are the ones that should be prioritised which are
in line with similar results reported by [100].
As Figure 4.8 shows, there are not significant differences among students in
satisfaction levels. This supports that students are equally satisfied when using both tools. Therefore, we consider that LODLearning could be included in
State High School courses without affecting notably students workflow with virtual learning environments. Moreover, these answers indicate no relevant issues
in using the LODLearning prototype by the students. In contrast, LODLearning does not seem to increase satisfaction levels for the students nor their inclusion recommendation levels even though it does increase students’ performance.
However, this might be influenced by their degree of familiarisation with virtual learning platforms as they exposed in the first questions of the satisfaction
questionnaire. These results also report that the enhancement content can be
added transparently without interfering with the student and its learning process. Moreover, they rated their experience with the tools very positively and
they also recommended their inclusion in subjects they were coursing.
When asked about their recommended subjects for tool inclusion they
tended to recommend subjects related to the contents of this evaluation (i.e.,
History & Social Sciences and Linguistics & Literature) but also subjects like
Natural Sciences and Technology where enhanced content about some difficult
terms might be useful. These results are in line with the control suggestions
where students tended to recommend more subjects, but most rated subjects
are those which the experimental group recommended. The absence of Fine
Arts draws attention, as it might be an interesting subject where it would be
possible to conduct a more in-depth study.
One of the main lacks of other approaches is that the teacher needs to
have technical knowledge [30] [93] [29] [32] [58]. However, in our approach, the
teacher only needs to choose between the recognised entities in order to enhance
the content. With our tool, and the support of Semantic Web, our approach
provides more flexibility due to its design. Furthermore, other approaches did
not cover a numerical evaluation [54] [25] [33] [71] [81] [120] nor a didactic
effectiveness evaluation [55] [78] [96] [132], whereas our work includes this type
of evaluation.

4.7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we have described the interaction of the LODLearning tool that
we have developed and the way that it leverages the Linked Open Data Cloud
to enhance lessons contents in the Sakai LMS. This prototype demonstrates
that content enhancement can be used to improve courses didactic effectiveness. Nevertheless, support for more e-Learning platforms, inclusion of more
enhancement content, an authoring system for designing new cards and more
exhaustive and extended experiments should be addressed as future work in
order to produce a better and more reliable platform. This work leads to a new
way of use of Semantic Web Data in e-Learning platforms and highlights the
combined use of e-Learning and Semantic Web in order to create more powerful
learning tools.

4.7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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Abstract

Comprehension of past events and its reconstruction is one of the
tasks performed by historians. With the introduction of computer-aided
methods the way in which historians perform their work has been transformed. One of these inclusions is the Semantic Web which can act as an
alternative for publication, conciliation, standardisation and integration.
Asturian notaries public contracts are a valuable material to understand
the society of this epoch, especially in the Middle Ages where a renovation process in the institution was taking place. Therefore, in this work
we explore the transformation of TEI-based XML transcriptions of notarial contracts to RDF by means of a heterogeneous data mapping tool
which can improve the mechanism to publish Linked Data from existing
transcriptions.

5.1

Introduction

Elucidating past events and bringing them to our days is one of the tasks
performed by historians which search evidence to reconstruct historical discourses. As in many fields, the introduction of computer aided methodologies
has opened a new dimension in historical research in which has been coined
as Digital Humanities. One field that has had a good reception is the Semantic Web whose technologies have been envisaged as a mean of publication,
conciliation, standardisation and integration in the Humanities field [88].
A particular main problem, in Digital Humanities, is the generation of
Linked Data from historical material. Although many procedures were proposed, most of them involve creating ad-hoc solutions that could only handle
with a certain model, and modifications would need much effort or a software
expert. Another problem is how to deal with heterogeneous models without
creating one solution per schema. In the Semantic Web community new tools
that try to deal with data transformation and, also with heterogeneity—of formats and data models—have appeared [31]. Moreover, they try to offer tools
that can be used by domain experts without the constant implication of a software expert. Therefore, this kind of tools can bring a new dimension on Linked
Data generation from historical sources.
Among other historical resources, notarial contracts are particularly valuable for the study of western Mediterranean societies in the Middle Ages [1].
This kind of documents and the notarial institution itself represented the conjunction of Romanist legal traits—inherited from Ancient times—in a profoundly religious culture that was already showing evident signs of transformation. In Asturias, a small northern region of the Castilian Crown, the overall
renovation process of the notarial institution in the mid XIII century transformed its own writing tradition.
In this paper we describe our work on transforming transcriptions of medieval Asturian notarial contracts encoded with Text Encoding Initiative (TEI),
how this can be achieved with heterogeneous data mapping tools and what are
the challenges that this methodology poses.

5.2. RELATED WORK

5.2
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Related Work

In the last years several works have explored the idea of transforming XMLbased historical artefacts to Linked Data. This is the case of [103] which
explores a conversion from XML/TEI to RDF/XML on historical documents,
[57] which discusses the use of XTriples2 to model, link and visualise XML
corpora as Linked Data and [36] which presents a transformation of TEI-XML
annotated Latin medieval texts to RDF by means of XSLT.
Regarding the notarial deeds, the most similar work to the one presented in
this paper is presented in [40] where the authors produce a dataset of Notarial
Archives in Valleta extracting entities, keyphrases and relations from notarial
deeds. However, the extraction of entities using artificial intelligence techniques
instead of basing the creation on transcriptions suppose a difference between
both works.
Although these works explore different ways of transforming data to RDF,
none of them tackle the use of heterogeneous data mapping tools, which are
capable to integrate—in the same script—data in various forms and formats.
This proposal could lead to a faster transformation process due to the centralisation in one tool, the higher flexibility against model changes and addition of
other sources of information—with heterogeneous formats like: CSV, HTML,
JSON, etc.—and the improvement on learning time from the domain experts.

5.3

Historical background

In the XIII century, during the reign of king Alfonso X, a renewed doctrine
influenced the elaboration of a legal frame fitted to the times and the particularities of the Castilian Crown.
This frame included a new legal corpus and the transformation of judicial
and documentary practices. In this context, the traditional scribes—most of
them coming from clerical institutions—were replaced by public notaries.
For Asturias, an ancient kingdom located in the north of Castile, the new
policy established by king Alfonso X meant several changes, as it was the
king’s intention to modernise not only the administration of his realm, but to
transform rural areas into more dynamic urban ones.
Public notaries assumed their predecessors’ role with a whole new meaning:
first, written culture no longer belonged exclusively to the Church; second, they
offered their services to everyone, no matter their economical solvency or social
background; third, their profession was defined by the law; thus, they recorded
every single legal action and contract in the daily life of the Asturian society.
As no notarial registers from this early period remain today, we are working with documents issued by these notaries. Most of them were preserved
by Asturian monasteries and cathedral, as they frequently used notaries’ services to record their economical activities. Nowadays, a great amount of these
documents are still guarded by an ecclesiastical institution—the monastery of
San Pelayo of Oviedo3 is one of the richest private archives in the region—
2 https://xtriples.lod.academy/index.html
3 http://sanpelayomonasterio.org/
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while many are also preserved at the Archivo Histórico Nacional4 —the biggest
public-state archive in Spain.

5.4

Methodology

Asturian notarial contracts from XIII and XIV centuries are held by several
private and public-state archives which, in some cases, can hinder their access.
Furthermore, in many cases digitised versions are not available. But even with
digitised versions, it is still to be proven that accuracy of promising state-of-theart Optical Character Recognition (OCR) techniques [46] can be transposed to
regional variations (i.e., differences in typographies can pose a problem to these
OCR techniques). Therefore, the work of an editor is essential to transcribe
the writings of this era.
As a first step manuscripts are transcribed to TEI-XML using vocabulary
features plus some additions which cover diplomatic elements [1]. This first
phase holds the digitised content plus some structure information about the
manuscript itself and meta-data5 . However, entities such as places and names
are neither represented unambiguously nor linked with other existing entities.
Therefore, this step corresponds with the creation phase of historical information life cycle as proposed by [88].
This version of manuscripts transcription can be queried and published but
it has the problem of entities reconciliation and integration with other datasets.
As a way to solve these lacks, the translation of these TEI-XML transcriptions
to Linked Data is explored. In this work we have decided to use ShExML as
it offers a simple syntax and, as being developed by two of the authors, it can
be tuned if it is necessary.

5.5

Transformation process

The transformation process begins with the creation of the transformation
script in ShExML syntax6 .
To create the data model we have taken the schema.org vocabulary to define
the general attributes. This vocabulary, in its pending branch7 , offers new types
that are suitable for generics attributes of works like the one presented in this
paper. Therefore, the archive component type is used to model the content
and meta-data of each TEI-XML transcription.
Some of these attributes require to have another type in the object part.
For these cases a shape link is made which is a mechanism to define a new
shape with a new form that will be linked to the upper one. This is the case of
the schema:locationCreated which is a schema:Place and has a name and a
link to a Linked Data Cloud8 entity. Here, we have linked the schema:sameAs
attribute with their Wikidata counterpart entity. This process is made using
4 http://www.culturaydeporte.gob.es/cultura/areas/archivos/mc/archivos/ahn/portada.html
5 An example manuscript transcribed to XML can be seen on:
https://github.com/albarranelena/AsturianNotaries/blob/master/AAA\_7.xml
6 Script available on:
http://herminiogg.github.io/whiseIII-paper-2020/notariesShort.shexml
7 http://pending.schema.org
8 https://lod-cloud.net/
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the ShExML matchers feature9 which allows to replace a string for another
string of our choice. For instance, the town of Avilés can be linked with its
Wikidata10 entry. Therefore, linking shapes we are able to create links between
generated triples and model schema.org types inside ShExML. With the iterator nesting we are able to cover the tree structure and, also, multiple children
from one parent which must be considered as a one triple generation per child.
Once this script is generated we can use the ShExML engine11 to convert
an arbitrary number of files following this encoding model to their RDF counterpart. To check the conversion presented in this paper we also offer an online
demo12 where we can upload the generated script and select the “Convert to
RDF” option to generate the RDF output13 .

5.6

Limitations and challenges

Although this conversion can cover a lot of what is described in the TEIXML transcription there are some limitations—which are also in line with
some limitations encountered in TEI vocabulary and related formal ontologies
derivatives [23]. The first problem was shown in the Office shape where the
people belonging to an office cannot be represented using schema.org. The
most likely relation is the schema:employee; however, the relations in medieval
times cannot be understood as being an employee of an organisation but as
a guild. It is also a problem that there are not defined relations between the
different roles inside a notarial office and there is not a procedure to create
these roles.
This problem increases when a diplomatic study is raised. In this case, modelling aspects such as the legal action described in the contract, the tradition
of the act or the number and role of the participants cannot be achieved with
the current vocabulary. Although this limitation do not restrict the conversion
to Linked Data14 and, it can also be queried through SPARQL queries, it is
true that it can limit future inferences and, moreover, it could limit integration
with other graphs which is the final goal of Linked Data.
Other ontologies like FRBR [102], NIE-INE15 , RiC[77] and ROAR16 can
define similar concepts to schema.org with more specificity or flexibility. However, they tend to focus on general concepts and meta-data but not on the
domain-specific content. To the best of our knowledge, there is no domainspecific ontology nor vocabulary which defines this topic, and the closest one
is the CEI [129] vocabulary which still do not define all the concepts present in
our corpora. Therefore, in order to increase transformation inference capability and standardisation, it arises that a new ontology definition for this topic
should be tackled.
9 http://shexml.herminiogarcia.com/spec/\#matcher
10 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q14649
11 https://github.com/herminiogg/shexml
12 http://shexml.herminiogarcia.com/editor
13 Full output available on:
http://herminiogg.github.io/whiseIII-paper-2020/notariesShort.ttl
14 Full ShExML script with diplomatic features:
http://herminiogg.github.io/
whiseIII-paper-2020/notariesFull.shexml
Full RDF result: http://herminiogg.github.io/whiseIII-paper-2020/notariesFull.ttl
15 https://github.com/nie-ine/Ontologies
16 https://leonvanwissen.nl/vocab/roar/docs/
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Another problem is how to identify and disambiguate persons’ names which
will require a mechanism to identify and disambiguate them from other people
with the same name and surname. It is also problematic that these people
are not registered in any other repository as may be, for example, the Kings
of Spain (e.g.: Wikidata, DBpedia, etc.). This would involve the addition of
an entity disambiguation mechanism in ShExML plus the creation of specific
algorithms for this case. This kind of knowledge extraction from the text would
imply in a simpler and faster process for the transcriber that can focus more
on the transcription process and less in the identification and categorisation of
entities.

5.7

Conclusions

In this work we have explored the possibility to apply heterogeneous data mapping tools to a TEI-based XML transcription of notarial contracts in order to
convert them to RDF. This transformation was carried out using ShExML,
which aims to offer a simple syntax to define these kinds of transformations,
and using the schema.org vocabulary to assure the integration of these corpora
with other existing or future resources. The process has shown that schema.org
and other existing vocabularies are not able to synthesise what is needed for
diplomatic studies. Therefore, we envisage the creation of a diplomatic ontology as an approach to cover this topic. Moreover, we highlight the need for
an identification and disambiguation mechanism for person entities to favour
further analyses.
Funding
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Chapter 6

Discussion, challenges and future
work
Looking to the results of Chapter 2 we can see that there is certain level of improvement on the usability of heterogeneous data mapping languages. Firstly,
it is demonstrated that in the case of first-time users, with programming background, there is an improvement when using ShExML against other proposals.
It is also true that in the light of the results all the proposals have some aspects
to improve in order to offer a better usability (e.g., the error reporting system).
However, as a low sample size was used (n = 17), it would be very valuable if
other studies are carried out to corroborate or not these early findings. Moreover, it will be interesting to also cover other kind of users to see which are the
advantages and disadvantages of these tools on other kind of samples. All these
studies would offer a broader view on the usability topic on heterogeneous data
mapping languages and which should be the direction in which these languages
should evolve.
Another topic which is very related with this one, but that could be interesting to non-expert users, is the evaluation of Graphical User Interfaces
(GUIs) that are intended as a Domain Specific Language (DSL) wrapper (e.g.,
RMLEditor). This type of tools offer the possibility to create the mappings
without having to deal with the syntax details which can be very promising for
non-programming background or non-expert users. However, there are a few
questions that are worthy to mention.
• Are non-expert users—in the case of not knowing the data model background and other relative aspects—capable to deal successfully with this
kind of tools? It is true that with training everyone can perform almost
every task. However, it seems that the goal of these graphical tools is to
ease the creation of mappings without the need of a specific training. But,
it is to be proven that this goal is achieved. Other possibility is that these
graphical tools are beneficial for domain experts users which have some
data in non-semantic formats and want to transform them into RDF. Or,
finally, in the hands of computer experts which might prefer text-based
version as they tend to offer more control, speed and flexibility. Anyway,
it is a question that might be interesting to answer.
• Is it better to invest time on developing text-based approaches or in
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graphical alternatives? It is clear that in the case of being useful for all
kind of users these tools can embrace more users. But in the case that
they are only useful for domain experts and people with programming
background should we invest time on text-based approaches and training
or in developing a GUI.
• Which percentage of people will use each version? It is possible that
non-expert users migrate to text-based approaches when they are familiar
with the mechanism and the theory behind them. Therefore, is it possible
that this migration happens? If true, this GUI will serve as a training
application. So, depending on the final percentage we can take decisions
on this topic.

These questions are interesting when planning how to evolve ShExML and
other data mapping languages. Is it worthy to create a graphical user interface
or is it better to include new functionality and characteristics on ShExML? It
is not an easy task to solve these questions but an interesting one which would
give us some light and help on how to plan the future work of this topic.
Talking about future characteristics, we mentioned in Chapter 1 that the
validation of the produced output is a desired practice as it offers normalised,
clean and reliable data sources. In Chapter 3 we introduced our research on
the transformation automation of XML Schema schemata to ShEx schemata as
a way to demonstrate that not only data can be converted but also its schema
and validation rules conferring the output with valuable characteristics. In this
paper we shown a possible conversion and demonstrated that it is possible to
convert the schema and validate the converted data with it. However, there
is a loss of semantics due to the difference in data models which makes that
reverse conversion cannot be achieved without losing information.
In addition, a relation can be established between this kind of conversions
and heterogeneous data mapping tools as it will be interesting to include validation transformation in them. Therefore, two procedures seem interesting to
be explored:
• Automatic conversion: Once we are able to convert a schema into its
corresponding counterpart, and that we are able to identify how each element is translated. It arises the idea of reusing this knowledge—extracted
from this transformation—to not only transform the schema but to transform also data. It seems possible that using the link between an element
in the origin schema and the destiny schema the transformation process
can be build using this pre-existing information. Specifically, in ShExML
and using the XMLSchema2ShEx conversion it would involve taking the
XML Schema information to create the XPath query which would return
the desired values, recover the information about the iteration needs and
finally the own link with its ShEx element counterpart. Then, having
the ShEx schema built from XML Schema we will be able to use the
generated shapes and embed into them the recovered expressions.
• Aided conversion: Other possibility and a more flexible one is to use this
information to allow for a guided conversion where users can have some
decision on the process. This would be of much help in the aforementioned GUI version of heterogeneous data mapping tools. This mecha-
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nism would also help to solve the absence of name-spaces that could occur
in XML schemata and that is almost necessary in a Knowledge Graph.
In Chapter 4 we have explored the use of existing knowledge graphs to enhance learning processes inside LMS systems. Specifically, we have combined
the use of Apache Stanbol as an entity disambiguation mechanism from which
we extracted the most prominent entity IRIs from a given text. Then, querying the DBpedia knowledge graph we obtained additional knowledge that was
added to the text content using cards. This technique shown an improvement
on didactic effectiveness in contrast with the former method. This study opens
a new possibility where the students can expand their knowledge on the topics
that are more interesting for them but starting from the same point which is
the provided text. As future work, more kind of entities can be supported
and also, with the improvement of entity disambiguation mechanisms more
accurate predictions will be possible.
This is a demonstration of what can be achieved using Semantic Web technologies and the power they have. Specifically, the mapping of heterogeneous
data sources into new or existing knowledge graphs poses a possibility of expanding the LOD cloud to new levels. Then, this knowledge can be used into
multiple fields—like the e-Learning case that we have shown—which can take
benefit from it. Moreover, the inclusion and use of Semantic Web technologies have been seen also as a mean of publication, conciliation, standardisation
and integration. Namely, these characteristics are very present in the Digital
Humanities field [88]. This is also the possibility that we have explored in
Chapter 5 where we applied the ShExML engine to a corpus of notaries public
deeds—that were previously transcribed into XML-TEI—in order to transform
the content to Linked Data. Using the schema.org vocabulary we were able to
integrate the meta-data information about the manuscripts with other existing
ones. However, the limitation of this vocabulary regarding the diplomatic features arises the need for a proper ontology able to give the required semantics
for this field. Moreover, to empower future analysis made from this transformed corpus we envisage the use of entity disambiguation mechanisms which
could solve the problematic of identifying persons and places. The inclusion
in ShExML of mechanisms and tools explored in Chapter 4 could be one of
the approaches to solve this problem. Moreover, this would be interesting not
only for this particular case but for the vast majority of transformations which
would want to integrate with existing knowledge graphs and vocabularies.
The process followed in Chapter 5 shows that ShExML and related tools
can be very valuable tools when following FAIR principles as we mentioned in
Chapter 1.
These two use cases show the importance that heterogeneous data mapping
tools can have on many fields and, moreover, the importance that can have
the whole Semantic Web in outer fields and how it can contribute to their
advance. This whole work give us the idea that we must advance Semantic
Web technologies but also we have to introduce them into other fields and see
how we can contribute to them and learn from them. Then, we will be able to
gain valuable lessons and improve our own processes and technologies. Needless
to mention, this is also applicable to the whole computer science field.

Capı́tulu 7

Conclusiones
Nesta tesis esploremos el campu de l’integración de datos per aciu del diseñu y
desarrollu de ShExML que tien por oxetivu facilitar esta xera pa los usuarios
que principien nesti tipu llabores. En resultes del experimentu fechu nel marcu
d’esti trabayu, podemos dicir que ShExML ameyora la realización d’estes llabores pa esti tipu d’usuarios en comparanza con otres ferramientes homólogues.
Amás, propusimos la conversión de formatos de validación —por exemplu, XMLSchema— a sos equivalentes na Web Semántica de manera que nun
realicemos solo una tresformación de datos sinón tamién de los sos esquemes,
ofreciendo un conxuntu d’atributos de calidá deseables nos datos, que puean
aumentar la confianza n’ellos.
Les teunoloxies de la Web Semántica son candidates ideales pa ser aplicaes n’otros campos col fin d’ameyorar sos ferramientes y procesos. Nesta tesis investiguemos les meyores qu’estes teunoloxies puen ofrecer nel campu del
E-Learning y les Humanidáes Dixitales. Nel primeru l’arriquecimientu de los
testos formativos demostró la meyora de la efectividá didáutica de los recursos
ufiertaos en comparanza cola ferramienta ofrecı́a pel software educativu. Nel
campu de les humanidáes dixitales esploremos como ShExML pue ofrecer un
mediu pa la tresformación de les trescripciones históriques en RDF, de manera
qu’estes conversiones puean ayudar a la so normalización ya integración con
otros materiales semeyantes.
Asina mesmu, s’indentificaron dellos puntos de meyora y propunximos diferentes retos y preguntes qu’esta llinea d’investigación debe responder nel futuru
pa saber per onde debe siguir avanzando. D’ente ellos se pue destacar la decisión ente avanzar peles alternatives textuales o crear versiones gráfiques que
puean algamar más tipos d’usuarios. Esti tipu de decisiones requieren de diversos estudios pa saber cual ye la meyor direición a la hora de siguir col desarrollu
d’estes propuestes.
Col desarrollu d’estes ferramientes s’intenta minimizar el coste de la tresformación y migración de teunoloxı́es non semántiques a teunoloxı́es semántiques,
permitiendo que muncha información puea ser integrada cola ñube de datos
enllazaos. Asina, contribuyese a la integración del conocimientu, la so desambiguación y la so posible divulgación, siendo esto finalmente un fechu que pue
redundar na sociedá.
D’esta tesis despréndese la importancia de l’investigación nesti tipu de soluciones y como esta temática pue ameyorar non solo los propios procesos de
87
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les ciencies de la computación sinón tamién d’otros campos que faen usu de
les teunoloxı́es creaes nésti. Porque, en resultancia, el futuru de les ciencies de
la computación nun pasa pol crecimientu dixebráu sinón pela cooperación y
arriquecimientu conxuntu con otros campos.

7.1

Conclusions (translation to English)

In this thesis we have explored data integration field by means of the design and
development of ShExML which objective is to ease the data integration task
to users which start with these kinds of tasks. In the light of the experiments
results we can say that ShExML improved the realisation of these tasks by the
users in comparison with other similar alternatives.
In addition, we have proposed the transformation of data validation formats
(e.g., XMLSchema) to their equivalent formats in the Semantic Web. Therefore,
we are not only performing a data transformation but also a transformation of
their validation schemata which offers a set of desired quality attributes in the
data. This process can improve users’ confidence in them.
The Semantic Web technologies are great candidates to be applied in other
fields with the purpose to ameliorate their tools and processes. In this thesis
we have studied the improvements that these technologies can bring to the
E-Learning and Digital Humanities fields. In the first one, the learning content
enhancement has demonstrated the resources didactic effectiveness improvement in comparison with the tool offered by the educational software. In the
Digital Humanities field we have explored how ShExML can offer a means for
historical transcriptions transformation which can help to their normalisation
and integration with other similar material.
Likewise, we have identified some points of improvement and we have proposed some challenges and questions that this research line should answer in
the future to elucidate how it should evolve. We can highlight the decision to
advance between the textual or graphical approaches which, the latter, can cover more type of users. This kind of decision requires different studies to know
which is the best direction to take in the future.
With the development of these tools we try to minimise the transformation
and migration costs from non-semantic alternatives to semantic ones, allowing
that a lot of information can be integrated in the Linked Data Cloud. In this
way, we can contribute to knowledge integration, its disambiguation, and its
potential dissemination which may redounds in the society.
From this thesis we can deduce the importance of the research in these
kinds of solutions and how this topic can enhance not only the computer science
processes but also those that make use of the technologies created in it. Because,
as a result, the future of the computer science field is not in an isolated growth
but in the joint cooperation and enrichment with other fields.
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